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Abstract

Objective: The de~ign of a prototype avalanche photodiodc gamma
camera and au a(laptabll' and l'xpandablc acqui~ition board. To tl'~t the
performance of the acquisition board a photomultiplier ba~e camera is
constructed and utilized in various configurations. The APD-based gamma
('amera i~ tested on the same acquisition board to ('valuate its performance.

Results:Spectra have lwen collected and analy~ed utilizing four \'CU'iou~

detector/system configurations. i) a PET module, utilizing a PMT coupled
to a pixilated I3CO cry~tal with a high energy ~a-22 ~ource. ii) a single
Pl\IT extracted from a PET module akin to the onC' mentioned previuusly.
and (,011pled to ~aI(TI) with a Co-G7 source. iii) the ~ame Pl\IT coupled to
a C~I(Tl) cry~tal with a variet,\! of ~ources. including Tc-!J!Jm. Ca-G7 awl
Co-.j7. i\') an APD coupled to a C~I(Tl) crystal with a nHiet,\! of ~onrce~

including Tc-!J!Jm and Co-57. Image~ haVC' been collected from multiple
camera configurations, all by a 2 by 2 array. APD's with Cs1(Tl), PMT's
on NaI(Tl) and a PET module \vith Pl\IT'~ on I3CO.

Conclusion: These requirement~ have lwen met \vith the ('urrent design
and the sy~tem has been te~ted in a controlled environment. collecting
spectrum while operating a single channel and for some configurations,
image~ were collected operating a multi-channc! array. A nnmber of ~tep~

can be taken to improve npon this prototype, The detector itself may
benefit from a pixilated crystal and current APD technology. The
acqui~ition board should be tran~ferred to a multiple prillt('d cirenit board
design allO\ving it to be implcmented ill a black-box manner. Additionally.
the cnrrellt lTSI3 bridge' limits tIw transfer rate of data between the DSC
and the' PC. as a result. alternatives shonld be inve~tigated.
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Organization of this Thesis

Chapter 1

This chapter will introduce the fundamentals of radioactivity.
Understanding; thc natme of radiation is crucial to the study of emission
tomography - ra(liation and its int('l"aC'tion with matter is the lJasis upon
which ewrything in cmission tomography' is built. Ewrything in emission
tomography begins with the presencc of radiation aIlfl om ability to dct(,C't
its presence. This chapter first presents the sources and characteristics of
radiation and revi('\vs interactions of gamma rays with matter that arc
most commonly encO\mtercd in ('mission tomography. '\'ith an
understanding of the nature of radiation. discussions about detection and
measmement of radiation will follow.

Chapter 2

Chapter 2 aims to present a general overview of how radiation is detected
in a typical gamma camera. The individual components of a gamma
camera arc detailed here - discussions prcsent the nmkrial in a manner
designed to highlight the issues that were encOlll1tered in the design of the
proposed gamma camera. In addition. this chapter serves to provide a
hackground against which we can later compare and contrast om gamma
camera design to typical clinical cameras clUTently in operation. Finall:v'.
this chapter will dose by di::,cussing the project objectives and the dct ails of
its ultimate application. and potential future applications.

Chapter 3

In this chapter we present the (l(,tails of the new solid-st ate canwra detector
design. In general. the overall approach to detccting radiation has not
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changcd howevcr. ne\v components allow for new capabilitics. The
specifications and test resolution of these new components are presented
hcre in addition to. when' applicable. all~' llCW constraints or obstacles
introduced as a result of the updated components arc also discussed.

Chapter 4

This chapter details the design and operation of the data acquisition s!':-,tem
developed specifically for this gamma camera. An indepth review of the
individual components, their operating specifications and tested capabilities
is proVided. The componcnt integration and system operation is described
at length.

Chapter 5

An imaging s!'stem. at its heart. is an array of spcctrum collecting
dell'clors. In this chapter the sIwctra collccted from various detector
arrangemcnts arc plesellted and discussed. Spectra collected from PET
detector modules, single P~IT's mounted 10 CsI(Tl). ~aI(Tl) and APD's
mounted to CsI(Tl) are all discussed. The light response and bias effects on
APD performance is evaluated in detail. The effects of in crystal light
spreading is invcstigated and t he magnetic robustness of A.PDs is evaluated.

Chapter 6

Chapter 6 mOH'S from a single detector arrangl'mcnt to an array of
detectors. Images collected. again from various detector arrangements arc
presented and discussed.

Chapter 7

Chapter 'I presents a rcvicw of the achievements of the project and a
discussion of the future work. The areas of potcntial improwment arc
identified and specific improvements are discussed.

xu



Chapter 1

Background: Nuclear Imaging

1.1 Introduction

Nuclear imaging a very beneficial diagnostic tool that allows the
collection of images that offer not anatomical information, but functional
information. This special ability relics on two unique propertil's of
radiation: First. radia tion (depending on t he energy) can pass t hrongh
rdatiwly huge amounts of matter (ie. exit the bod:\;) and secondly. it
originates from unstable atoms which can be attached to different
molecnlcs. 'Yhat this nH'allS is that a batch of some chemical (c,ugar for
example) can he marked with a radioactive atom on each molecule and
illjected into a patient. The molecule will then travel to locations in the
body specific to its biological role, and all the while emitting radiation that
("an [)(' detected from outside the body. There arc many types of radioactive
decay. but ultimately nuclear imaging deals wit h Jetecting gamma rays (in
current clinical environments).

1.2 The Atom

1.2.1 Introduction

For thonsands of yean, the atom has been considered the ba:oic
building block of the ph.vsical world. In the last hundlwl ~'ears or so great
scientific advances have been made about our understanding of atomic
structure and mechanics. From the plum pudding model propo:oed by .J..J.
Thompson in 1903 to the Bohr model in 191:3 and to cnrrent quantum
mechanics - our umlerstanding has grown in leaps and bounds. and with it.
so has our repertoire of phenomena that we can exploit to our advantage.

1



This section will discuss the various propcrties of the atom and morc
specifically how those properties can be utilized in the world of nuclear
Imagmg.

1.2.2 Atomic Structure

J\Iodel'll atomic theory modds the atom as two distinct
components. the nucleus and the electron cloud. It can be thought of as a
small corc of nmss compo~ed of neutrons and protons with nearly mas~lcss

elcctrons orbit ing around it. The dectnm i~ considered to haw negatiw
charge. the protons haw an opposite charge (positive) and the ncutrons
have no electric charge.

1.2.3 Nucleus

The nucleus. composed of neutrons and protons. makes up the nist
majority of t he mass of t he atom. A proton and ncutron havc roughly
equal mass. but an dcctron contributes only 1/20ml" the mass of a proton
to the total mass of an atom. The electrons orbit the nudeus in stable
energy st at es only changing states if t hey gain or lose energy.

1.2.4 Classifications

Due to the sizable arra.\! of atoms known to man. numerous
attempts of organizing clements has becn taken. The current periodic table
remains the most robust model to date. Any element. on the periodic table
can be described with the following notation .

.4.yz·

""here A is t hc ma~s 111llll]W1'. Z is the n1l1nber of protons or atomic numhcr
and X is the elemental short form (i.e. H for h~"drogen or ~a for sodium).
In fact it is actually redundant to specify both the atomic number and the
ell'ment as they provide identical information: howe\"e1'. it is often easier to
recall an dement by namc thcn by ntlluber of protons.

Atoms with similar subatomic arrangements share similar
properties and because of this, various groupings have been defined to aid
in classification of atoms. Isotopes are groupings that all contain the same
lllimber of protons meaning they have thc same atomic n1l1nbe1'. Z (ex. 1H
and '2 H both have 1 proton). A table of COlnmlm isotopes used in nuclear

2



imaging is prm'ided in table LIon page 7. If llnclides share the same
number of neutrons. they me referred to as isotones (ex. 12Band J:3C both
haw 7 neutrons). If the sum of lll'utron:-, and protons for two groupings is
the same then thcy arc considered to have the same mass (i0. the same
mass 1l1unlJCr A) because electrons are relatively insignificant, as such these
groupings arc refcrred to as isobars. If two groupings share the sauH'
number of protons and neutrons but are in different energy states they are
nudear isomers (ex. !)!)Tr and <J9"'Tc arc nuclear isomers).

1.2.5 Mass and Energy

The Atomic I\Iass Ullit (amu) was introduced because the metric
:-,talldard. the kilogram. was far too large to be practical for dealing with
subatomic particles. One anm is equivalent to 1.GG X 10-2,1 grams. As such.
thc mass of a neutron is 1.00783 amu and a proton 1.00866 amu. An
electron 'w('ighs in' at only 0.00035 amu. Like the amu. the electron volt or
eV was introduced because t he joule was also too bulky. One eV is
equindent to 1.G02 x 1O-l'J Joules. It is deriwd from the amount of kinetic
energy an electron gains by passing through an evacuated electric field of
one volt potential.

\\"hen the various constit ucnts come together to form an atom.
their combined mass is actually lc:-,s than the sum of the individual parts 
this is the result of the parts. together. reaching a 10w0r energy state. The
difference in mass is realized in energy lost by the atom when it is formed
as described in the equation below.

b..m = ZITII' + (A. - Z)m ll + Zm e - mz..4.

\\"here Z is the munlwr of protons. TTlI' denotes the mass of a proton.
(A - Z) is the number of neutrons. m" is the ma::.s of a neutron. me is the
mass of an electron and I7lZ,A is the mass of the formed atom. The energy
associated with this mass difference is referred to as the binding energy for
the atom.

For example. given a IHe nucleus has a total mass of ·1.003 anm
but sum of two neutrons. two protons is actually 4.033 \Vhen the atom is
formed it reaches a lower energy state and the excess energy. the binding
energy. can be thought of as the (·nergy needed to hold the nucleus togcther.



1.2.6 Nuclear Stability

The binding energy of the nucleus needs to excccu the electrostatic
repulsion of ncighbouring protons. The like charges will try to rcpel and if
the binding energy of the nucleus is not sufficient, they will succeed. As a
conseqlll'nce. thc number of neutrons must incrcase quicker than protons to
maintain iUl domiwwt binding energy. The result is that typically. a stable
atom will havc more neutrons than protons. though at low proton counts.
atoms may find stability with equal numbers of protons and neutrons.
Hewing a greater lllimber of neutrons than protons tends to contribute to
stability. but other factors playa role as well. such as spin coupling of the
proton and lH'utrons.

1.3 Radioactive Decay

1.3.1 Introduction

Radioactive decay is the 1)1'o('('sses by which an unstable atom
releascs some ('llergy in order to move towards a more stable energy state.
The energy released is often classified as one or more of three types, alpha
(a). beta ((3) an(l gamma h'). The iSamma emission is the only one of the
three that docs not haw mass. A particular grouping of protons and
lleutrons is refern'd to as a nuclide: if that grouping is unstable and emits
radiation it is referred to as a radionuclicle.

A stable state for an atom is rC'ferred to as the ground statC'. In a
stable atom. the associated protons. neutrons alld electrons all occupy tllC'ir
ground eUlTgy state. \\"lwn one of these particles is found in an devated
encrgy :-;tate. the atom is considcled to be in an e,TCIIFd slate. At :-;ome
point the elevatcd cnergy of the atomic particle will be released and the
particle will rC'turn to its :-;table ellergy state.

The time spent in this elevated state can be very short or \'ery IOllg
- some timC's have been nwa:-;ured to be as short as 10-23 scconds and somc
as long as 10 19 ,\'C'ars. This proccss is rC'ferrC'd to as radioactivc decay and i:-;
a probabilistic ('vent and so these timcs arc better undcrstood as awl'ages
O\'cr an extcnded period of timl'. A COllSl'quCllce of the probabilistic nat Itn'

of radioactivity in a counting expcriment designed to COUllt thc decays of an
amount of radioactive material OWl' a set period of time. the uncert ainty in
the counts is equal to the square root of the counts. This indicates that



more Hceurate llleasurelllellts of activity rC'f].uire either longer nWHSllH'lllents
or higher count rates. The associated probability distriblltion is best
described as a Poisson distribution. which is usC'd to c1escrilw an C'vcnt that
happens rarely lmt has wry nlan~' opportllnities to happen. However. the
associated dC'rivation and mathematical application is beyond thc' scope of
this thesis and will not be discussed here.

TIll' original atom is referred to as the parent and the newly created
atolll is the dnughter'. The time spent for an atom. on avcrage. in the
excited state is illverscly proportional to hmv radioactive it is. TIlHt is. an
isotope that takes .\"<'<us. on averHge. to decay is considen'd to tw only
slightly radioactive, while an isotope that decays relativcl~' quickly is
referred to HS highly rHclioactivc or sOllletimcs as hot.

1.3.2 Mechanisms of Decay

There arc four conditions that must be accounted for in orcler fur a
decay to occur spontaneously. These arc

• ~et Charge

• Daryon Number (quarks less antiquarks)

• Lepton Kumber (leptons less antileptuns)

• l\lass / Energy

If, oYer all four of these conditions. the energy defect is negatiw the
reactiun will require cxtra energy input to cause a decay which can come in
the form of ext ernal radiation. for example.

1.3.3 Decay Modes

The must COlllmon dc'cay mudes arc Alpha (ex). Deta-minus (;3-).
Deta-plus (;3+). Electron Capture (Ee) and Isomeric Transition (IT).
Alpha. Deta-minns and Deta-plus decay arc named after the particles they
elllit in the decay proccss. An alpha particlc is two ncntrons Hnd t\\"C)

proton:i from the nuclcus of an atom. A beta-minus partide is an electron
and beta-plns particle is a positron.



a) Alpha (0:)

In alpha l[Pcay the energy of the alpha particlc is proportional to
the difference in the mass of the unstable atom and the two resulting parts
(the alpha particle and thc rcsulting daughter product). As Sl1OW11 in
e<[uation 1.1, a radioactivc particle X decays into Y and produced an alplm
particle and releases energy.

(1.1 )

b) Beta- (/3-)

In ]wta-milllls dccay a neutron becomes a proton. To balancc the
creation of the positive charge of the proton an electron is also created and
thns no nct change in charge occurs. sce cquation 1.2. Thc cncrgy of the
beta-minus particle is proportional to the difference between the mass of
the parent and the mass of the danghter product. shared betwecn the c
(electron) and 1', (antineutrino). The mass of the electron is sufficiently
small enough to be ignored for most calculation requiremcnts.

(1.2)

c) Beta+ (/3+)

Deta-plus dccay is the process throngh which a proton becomcs a
neutron. shown in eqnation 1.3. Again. to balaucc cha.rge. a positivI' dl<ugc
is created in t he form of a positron. The energy of thc beta-plus particle is
proportional to t lH' mass of t he parent !css the mass of the daughter and
the mass of two electrons. Also. in both beta decays. it should bl' noted
that tcchnically an antinentrino or neutrino (1'( and t'" respectiwl,\') arc
also crcated to conserve lepton 1l1lmber.

(1.3)

d) Electron Capture (EC)

\\'lll'n an atom contains too mcUI,\' protons in the nucleus and not
enough energ,v to ['mit a positron (as in beta-pIns dccay) t hcn electron
captmc is the sole mode of dccay (equation 1.-1). The result is the emission
of a lwntrino and an x-ray often from thc K-she11 of the daughter atom. Thc
energy. which is :-harecl be(w('cn thc neutrino aurl the x-ray is proportio11al
to the difference in mass between the parent and daughter products.
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(lA)

e) Isomeric Transitions (IT)

Tl1('re arc two steps by which an isomeric transition OCClll"S.

gannna-emission and internal conversion. First internal conv(Tsion; the
excited nucleus interacts (typicall)') with the K-shell electron anel ejects it
(provided til<' ('nerg,y exc('eels the binding energy) as in equation loG. As
sudl. this proC('SS will appear like bda-minus decay. bllt because the
particles are defined by their production and not their composition, it is not
beta-minllS d('cay-. SC'condly. the C'jected elcctron lean's a hole in the shell.
which, when filled, results in the emission of an x-ray. As shown in equation
l.G.

X* -+ X + 'Y

Table 1.1: Common Radiotracers [1]
I Element I Imaging Euergv (kcV) I Half·life

Carhon-ll 311 20.:3 m
:.\'itrogm-1:3 511 10.0 m
Oxygen-IS 511 2.0 m
Flllorine-18 511 110.0 m
Gallium-G7 a3. 18."5. :300 :3.:3 d

nllbidium-82 311 1.2 m
TedllletilllU-aam 1-11 G.O hr

Indillm-111 171. 21.') 2.8 d
Iodiue-123 loa 13.3 hr
Iodiuc-l:31 36eJ 8.0 d

Thallium-201 "'') 72.a hr,~

1.3.4 Decay Rates and Half-Life

(L3)

(Hi)

The time that it takes for an amollnt of radioactive isotope to dc('a~'

to half of its original activity is tcrmed thc half-life (tl/2). ConncctC'd to
this idea is the mcan lifetimc (r) which is dcscril)('d as the a\'crage amollnt
of time a particle can expect to C'xist bdore und(Tgoing dC'cay. Another
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term ",hich is nsed often ",hen discussing decay rales is the decay constant
(A) and it is simply the inverse of the mean lifetime. The activity (A)
describes the lllunber of decays a substance of X particles undergoes per
second and is derived here. For simplicity Hssume that once an atom decays
it docs not decay again. The change in the number of radioactive atoms is
equal to the 1l1unber of atoms present (J\') times some dC'ca~' constant (A)
and times the change in time (t) as in equation 1. 7.

In general the equation can be written as.

rlN = -ANdt

Rearranging equation 1.8 gi\"C's.

dN
- = -Adt
S

Integrating t his yields equation 1.10.

[InN] = [-At] + C -+ S(I) = Ce->.t

(1.7)

(1.8)

(1.9)

(1.10)

",here C is a constant of integration. Solving eqnation 1.10 for N(t) :vields

(1.11)

Since activity is a measure of the number of decays in a unit of time. ",e
can define the activity at a given time with respect to how many atoms
change to daughter prodncts.

dN
A(I) = --I = AN(t)

( I
(1.12)

Bringing together eqnation 1.12 and 1.11 Hnd substituting ANo for Ao then
the adivity at time I is gi\"C'n by.

(1.1:3)

The adi\'it,v is dependant on the number of radioadi\"C' particles in the
sample. but for any given isotope t he half-life is cunsiderecl cunstant and is
described by ('qua tion 1. U by sol\'ing equation 1.11 for the case of t = 1l/2

and X(ll/2) = iNn.

111(2)
11/ 2 = -A- = Tln(2)

8
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Half-life is measured in sC'conds. minutes. hours. days or even ,vc'ars
and t he units for activity arc often mcasured in eitllC'r bccquerC'ls (Bq). the
numher of disintegrations per sccond. or historically in curies (C'l).
:3,7 X 1010 disintegrations per second.

'';C •

1('<

'.

Time (hours)

Figure 1.1: Radioactive Dccay of 99111Tc

As shown in Figure 1.1 once t he activity of an amount of
radioactive material and its half life arc known. the activity can be
predictC'd for any time after or hefore that point. In the case ahovc. notice
that the activity drops from 100% to GO% in about 6 hours. corresponding
to the half life of 99111Tc ~ 6 hours.

1.4 Photon Interaction with Matter

As a photon trawls through mattC'r there is a certain probability
that it will interact with the atoms of that material. This prohability is
depC'ndant on the C'llC'rgy of the photon and the properties of the material it
is trawling through. It is this interaction \vith matter that allows photons
to 1)(' detected awl t hC'ir C'llC'rgy measured which is dc'sirablc for evcnt
localization in nuclear imaging. There arc three outcomcs for a photon
traveling through matter: it will be absorhed. scattC'red or transmit tecl. If it
is absorhed or scattered it is considered to be atten uafed. The probability
of photon attellllntion incrC'ases with material thickness. material density
and material Z lllunber: it dC'(Teases with increasing C'nergy of the photon.

Thn'e primary interactions arc considered when investigating
photon interactions \vith mattc'r. Photoelectric Effect. Compton SClltter. and
PalT P7'Odllcf/on. A brief overview of these is presented in the following
subsections:

9
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1.4.1 Photoelectric Effect

This process occurs when an incident photon is absorbed by a
bound electron and is therefore not possible with free electrons. The bound
electron is ejected with its newly gained energy less its original binding
energy, leaving a hole for an outer electron to drop into, as in figure 1.2.
The excess energy can be absorbed by an outer shell electron. When this
second interaction occurs the ejected electron is referred to as an Auger
electron. The probability of this photoelectric interaction occurring depends
strongly on the atomic number (Z) of the material the photon is traveling
through. Typically this ability to interact with the original gamma ray is
referred to as the stopping power.

Photon Y
photo electron

®Ve

Figure 1.2: Photoelectric Effect Diagram

1.4.2 Compton Scatter

When a photon scatters off an electron in a classical collision type
manner the result is a sharing of energy between the electron and the
photon and often a change in direction as depicted in Fig. 1.3. Being
similar to a classical collision the distribution can be derived as in Eq. 1.15
- however, because the photons entering and exiting are different it is not
considered classical scattering.

hv' = hv
1 + (hv/rn ec2 ) (1 - cos(e))

(1.15)

where hv' is the scattered photon energy, hv is the incident photon energy,
rna is the electron rest-mass, c is the speed of light, and e the angle of
scatter.

In general, the greater the energy of the incident photon the more
likely it will be scattered forward (ie smaller e, but also the more energy
loss (as a percentage of its original energy) it will suffer if scattered off its
path. The actual angle of scatter can be accurately derived from the

10
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Photon Y
y'

G
Compton electron

Figure 1.3: Compton Scatter Diagram

Klien-Nishina formula which provides a differential cross-section with
respect to scattering angle. Derivation of the Klien-Nishina formula is not
within the scope of this paper.

1.4.3 Pair Production

Pair production occurs when the energy of the incident photon is
greater than twice the rest mass energy of the electron (2 x 511 keV). If
the photon passes close enough to the nucleus of an atom it may disappear
and reappear as a positron and electron. The positron soon undergoes
annihilation with an electron and emits two gamma rays each of 511 keV.
Pair production, as shown in figure 1.4, requires either an atom with
significantly high atomic number to occur at lower energies. As a result,
Pair production is not typically considered a dominant effect in nuclear
medicine imaging.

The dominance of these three effects varies as a function of energy.
As shown in Figure 1.4, a typical clinical tracer (ex. < 1 MeV), see table
1.1 would most likely undergo a single, of not multiple, Compton scatters
before being reduced to an energy that is increasingly susceptible to
photoelectric processes.

Photoelectric effect is the most desirable interaction in gamma ray
detection (in a scintillation crystal) because it produces only electrons - no
extra lower energy gamma rays left to interact again. In section A of Figure
1.4 the curve suggests that increased number of protons (2) in the absorber
would increase the likelihood that photons undergo primarily photoelectric
effect. For a given energy photon, lower 2 valued absorbers would be
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Figure lA: Interaction Dominance: A) photoelectric. B) Compton. C) Pair
ProdHetion

increasingly likely to allow Compton scatter (perhaps multiple) before tlw
gamma ray ellergy is reduced to photodc'ctric lewis. Also possible. is that
the Compton scattc'red photon exits the absorber before depositing any
furt her ellergy.

1.4.4 Attenuation of Gamma Rays

The macroscopic manifestation of g,amma rays interacting with
matter is termed attenuation. As radiation passes through a material its
intensit,V is reduced as it dcposits ellergy in the material. An appropriate
analogy might be a flashlight covered by the palm of a person's hand. The
factors that dctennille how much light can be secn on the backside of the
hand include thC' makeup of the nwtC'rial in the hand (i.e. bone or musclC'
or skin). the density of that matC'rial. tIl(' thickness of the hand and of
course the brightness of the flashlight to begin with. For simplicity, the
following prop('lties will be investigated under t11(' premise that the
attenuating material is made of onc element. like iron for example. and not
a composite of various matC'rials.

Atomic Number

Typically thC' atte111latioll of galmuR rays increases with increasing
atomic num!wr. Thc simple C'xplanatiun is that increasecl atomic Illimber
mC'allS morc neutrons. protons and electrons per at om with which the



gamma ray might illt(Tact. For installce. lead. with 82 protons. is rdatin'ly
adept at attelluating gamma rays where as aluminium (Z = 13) giw'n an
equal atomic density would be less effective. The actual relationship is
b.I 'X Z{. indicating that doublillg the atomic number of a material
increases its attenuation by a factor of eight.

Density

Conceptually along the same lines as Atomic n\lluber. the closer
atoms arc packed together _. the mass in a giwn \'ol11me - the more likdv a
gamma ray will be at (enuated.

Thickness

Naturall.v. t11(' more material a gamma ray has to pa.ss through the
more it will be attenuated on average. This is tlll'oreticall.v interchangeable
with density - in reality the factor is simply the number of atoms the
gamma ray must pass.

Gamma Ray Energy

Lastly. the more energy the gamma ray has, the less likely it is that
it \vill interact with matter. The probabilit.v of a gamma. ray interacting
with mat tcr m a particular way as described in Section 1A is dependant on
energy. If each of these interaction responses in superimposed. as shO\vn in
Figure 1.5, the resulting absorption coefficient generally decreases with
increasing energy.

Mass Attenuation Coefficient

A useful measure' of a mat erial's ability to attenuate gamma rays is
the mass attenuation coefficient, which is a modified version of the [wear

attenuatzon coefficient. The linear attenuation coefficient is defined as,

In(2)
IL(lII/«/I) = --

.r 1/2

\\'here .1' 1/2 is the depth which the gamma rays must penetrate to haw the
intensity reduced to half of the original ("the half value layer'). The mass
attenuation coefficient builds on this to normalize by the density of the
material. Thus making it more adaptable to applying to specific scenarios.

Jlo8sAttcTluutionCoej jiczent = !!. = ,--JL.:...(I_"_,C_'".:...)

p p
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Figure 1.5: Gamma Absorption

The reslllt is a measuremcnt with units of cm'2g-1 or area per gram.
\Yith comprchensivc and widel~' available databases of l\Iass Attcnllation
Coefficients for a large range of gamma ray energies, the actual attenuation
of a source of radiation can be estimated rather easily and accurately
simply by knowing the density of the materiel!. The gencral expectation is
that the intensity will obey the following relationship.

where. In is the Ilnattenuated intensity. ,1' is the thickness or depth of the
material. p is the density of the material. J..Lp is the l\Iass attell1mtion
coefficient (not the Linear attenuation coefficient) and Iris tIl(' intensity
expected at depth .1'.

1.5 ConcIusions

In the ~llbs('cp1l'nt chapter \w will see how the concepts of photon
interaction and attenllation comc together to result in ust'ful radiation
detect ion. The scction presents the general process of gamma camC'l'a
operation. as \yell it \vill discllss the objcdiw's of this projc'C't and the
background required to unclerstand the related isslles.
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Chapter 2

Radiation Detector Design
Considerations

2.1 Radiation Detection

In general, detectors are classified in one of two ways; by the
information they provide or the process they usc to detect radiation. For
instance, classification by information would include detector types such as
COlLn{fT8 which provi(h' a totalnllmber of ('vents in a detector over a
specified time for a specified energy range, spcctromr.ters which present
number of interactions over a number of specified energy ranges for a
specified time and mmem.s which provide this sallle energy information in
combination with spatial information for each ew'nt. Segregation by
detection met hod would result in groupings such as Gas chambers.
Sr.7lIlCon!lw'toT8 and Belli {dlatoTS. The intersection of the .scmtIllatIOn and
the camera classifications provides a functionality that has lent itself well to
medical diagnostic applications. These devices arc often referred to as
qarmna C(L'/ncras.

2.2 Current Gamma Cameras

t\Iost gamma canwras found in an~' medical imaging facility' will
operate in virtually the ;,alne manner. PC'rhaps the most logical way to
desCTibe the camcra is to follow a :-oingle photon as it reaches the cam('l'a.
becomes an electronic pulse and is l't'corded. The photon originates from a
radionuclide that has bcen located inside the patit'llts bod~T (Ex. injected).
As a simple overview the process can be summarized as follows: the first
component the photon comes int.o contact with is the collimator. followed
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hy the scintillation crystal: from there the photon becomcs man,v lower
energ~' (optical) photons. These low energy photons arc spread across a
lllnuber of photomultiplier tuhes. The light that enters a photomultiplier
(PT\I) tube is converted into electrons that cascade down a set of plates
gathering more electrons as they go. At the end of the PT\I tube. the pulse
of current is passed to a preamplifier which converts the current pulse into
a voltage pulse which it then amplifies further before sending the pulse out
to a pnlse shaper. The pnlsc ~haper conwrts the pulse from a long tetiled
step function into a psendo-Gaussian pulse where the height of t he output
pulse is proportional to the energy of the original input pulse. This pube
height can than he recordC'd and used in combination \vith the other signals
in the array to approximate the original photon C'nergy and the position of
the evcnt. These steps ",ill no", be described in more detail.

2.2.1 Collimator

In order to have an image appear on an imaging plane. photons
mllst be organized or sorted into locations on that plane that arc indicati\'e
of their origin: this is called collimation. There arc many approaches for
achieving this collimation. pinhole and parallel hole collimation arc two
distinct methods and variations of each do exist. Traditionally. a collimator
i~ made of kad containing an arrangement of holes dcpendinf': on the
design. In a parallel hole collimator. the typical hole shape is hexagonal etnd
the lead walls that separate one hok from the next referred to as s('pta. In
a pinhole call1era a single circular hole is commOll. but variations exist that
accommodate multiple pinholes. The size of the hole affects the resolution
of the camC'ra as we'll as the sensitivity - how much radiation it lets through.

In ideal pinhole collimation all photons must pass through a
common point (C'x. A small hole in a piece of lead.) in order to reach the
imaging pIanC'. A~ ~hown in Figll1'e 2.1(b) for any giwn point on the image
plane. the pinhole reduces thC' numher of possible locations of gamma ray's
sonrce to a single st might line of potential sites of origin. If the kad sheet
and pinhole dichd exist then for any given point on the image plane tl1<'re
would be infinite lines of possible origin - that is, any point in front of the
planC' could po!('ntially emit a gamma ra,v that \vould hit that point. as
depicted in Fignre 2.1(a)

The pinhole collimator inherently offers another advantage 
magnification or minification. The location of the pinhole in relation to the
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POl1lt'lourcc

(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: (a) Without pinhole collimation no meaningful image is formed.
(b) With pinhole Collimation points on the imaging plane are (ideally)
mapped to a unique vector.

subject and the imaging plane determines how the image is scaled with
respect to the subject size. The magnitude of magnification is equal to the
ratio of y/x as shown in figure 2.2. Naturally, when the pinhole is
positioned equidistant from both the subject and the imaging plane, there
is no magnification.

x y
.. ... •

.. I rJ ;

••
Pinhole Collimator Imaging Plane

Figure 2.2: Pinhole Collimation used to magnify an image

The other common collimator is the parallel hole collimator. While
the pinhole collimator should be separated from the image plane, the
parallel hole collimator should be seated up against the image plane (the
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front of the gamma camera). Figure 2.3 depicts how the parallel hole
collimator only allows gamma rays that are traveling perpendicular to the
image plane to be accepted while rays that stray from these perpendicular
paths are removed. The end result is the same as with the pinhole
collimator in that each point in the image plane has only one line of
response from where the gamma ray could have originated however no
magnification is possible in a straight parallel hole collimator.
Magnification can be achieved, however, with collimators that do not have
their septum perpendicular to the imaging plane - also known as a
converging collimator. A collimator with diverging geometry would, as
expected, provide minification.

ad

Imaging Plane (Crystal)

I!
I.eI

I
i , ,.

I

Figure 2.3: Parallel hole Collimation

In a parallel hole collimator, often some gamma rays will penetrate
through a septum of the collimator passing into the next hole. When this
occurs the gamma rays can scatter in the septum and be redirected toward
the detector, and if detected, the event will be measured with a lower
energy than a gamma ray that passes straight though the collimator
untouched. This effect can also occur in pinhole collimators near the edge
of the pinhole.

Energy Acceptance Window
Although collimators are essential, they cannot remove all scattered events.

As seen in Figure 2.4, a gamma ray initially traveling away from
the detector can be scattered into the field of view. The events that are
scattered can not be differentiated based on their direction; however, they
often can be distinguished by a reduced energy. The process is actually
executed after the photomultiplier tubes, once the energy information has
been collected.
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Figure 2.4: Scattered Photons may still reach the detector

By setting a window of acceptance around the known gamma
energy (i.e. 140 keY ± 10% for 99

m Tc) events that have undergone
significant Compton scatter and thus significantly out of place can be
identified by a reduced energy and subsequently ignored. Additionally, by
having an upper bound of acceptance on the window it is possible to ignore
piled up events - that is, when two photons are detected within irresolvable
span of time.

2.2.2 Scintillation Crystal

Just as a photon traveling through the body will undergo
interactions with matter, so will the photons interact with a scintillation
crystal. Converse to in-body scatter, interactions in the crystal are essential
to reducing a gamma ray into measurable (lower energy) photons. Two
primary interactions are considered when investigating matter interactions
in a crystal, Photoelectric Effect and Compton Scatter as described in
Section 1.4

The role of a scintillation crystal is to convert high energy gamma
rays into low energy optical photons. In order to reduce incoming
gamma-rays into low energy photons multiple steps must occur within the
scintillation crystal. First the gamma-ray must interact with the crystal to
produce free electrons. The crystal is doped to create what are termed
luminescent centers which are essentially holes; atoms in the crystal
structure which have a valence electron deficit. With the electron released
by photon interactions in the crystal, it travels in the conduction band and
it soon finds a luminescent center, fills the hole in the atom's valence and
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emits a photon. The energy of the newly emitted photon is that of the
electron's energy less the binding energy the electron now experiences in
the valence. In NaI, a common scintillation crystal, one 3eV photon is
produced for every 25eV (approximately) of radiation.

The ideal situation is where the entire photon is stopped via
photoelectric interaction because the entire incoming photon is converted
into electrons for luminescent centers. However, Compton scatter does
occur in higher energy gamma rays that are used in nuclear imaging. The
result is that the Gaussian photo peak corresponding to photoelectric
interactions is trailed by what is referred to as the Compton smear. The
result is a spectrum near the photo peak similar to Figure 2.5.

rube Height

Figure 2.5: Typical Spectrum exhibiting a photo peak and Compton smear

Thallium doped Sodium Iodide (NaI(TI), discovered in the 1940's,
was the first inorganic scintillation material discovered and is still the most
widely used scintillator today. There are now many competing crystal
composites but each leaves something to be desired. Because no crystal
offers the perfect performance for every application, it's important to be
able to select a crystal that best suits the needs of the design. There are
several figures of merit on which a scintillation crystal is evaluated. Each of
these figures is influenced by multiple underlying effects, but the general
performance of a scintillator crystal can be roughly gleaned from evaluating
a few sweeping parameters. It should be noted that near-endless work can
be done at a depth far beyond this generalization in order to optimize the
performance of the crystal in a given system. Nonetheless, these guiding
parameters are stopping power, emission wavelength, light output and
scintillation time.

1. Stopping power is directly linked to the density of the crystal, and it
is an indication of the ability of a crystal to stop incoming gamma
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rays. For example. e\·('r~·thing else constant. a lower densit~r crystal
would, on (lverage. require a greater thickness to stop a photon of a
given Cll('1'gy than that of a higher density crystal. Density is actually
a combination of a llllmlwr of underlying factors. particularly the
crystal pack structure type and the effective Z value of the atoms that
make up the crystal unit lattice.

2. EmiSSIOn lllauPlenyth refers to the wavelcngth that the crystal \\'ill
emit. and is typically refcrred to as the wavelength of maximum
cmission. The maximum is quoted because emissions arc not
monochromatic, but cover a fairly wide spectrum. This figure is
important in matching the crystal effectively to a photomultiplier and
should ideally align with t he peak response of the photonmltiplicr.
\Yort h mcntioning is that when designing a crystal it is favourable to
have the ('mission \vavelcngths not overlapping the absorption
\\'avelcngths to avoid self-absorption of emission light.

:3. Light output or hlJhf yield determines the llll111ber of photons
produccd per keV of incident gamma ray energy. As expectcd. a
crystal with 1m\' light output will require much more sensitive
meaS1llnllcnt and will bc more susccptible to noise. As such. the
output of a cr~'st al can greatly improve t he performance of a system.

1. SClfltdlatwn tlllle is a measure of how long it takes the crystal to
luminescc following an interaction. This time is actually a
combill<~ tion of the rise time and t he decay time. The rise timc is
strongly influenced by the hole-mobility of the crystal. It is a measure
of the timc it takes to reach maximum light intensity. and is t~'picall,\'

meas1llwl as thc time it takes to rise from lOS{ intensity to £lOr;(
intensity [1]. The decay time is defined as the time for the pulse to
fall from its maximum to an int('nsity that is 1/c of the maximum.
This figure of merit is important in determining the count rate limit
of the cr~·stal. Put simply. shorter pulses can be spaced closer
together than long pulses.

Figure 2.0 s1llnmarizcs some of the common scintillation crystals on
the market today.

The numbers in Figure 2.6 suggest \vhy Sodium Iodide (~aI) has to
date bcen the most commonly used scintillation crystal. Despite it's lower
density, it offers an emission peak which matches well with most
photomultiplier tube spectral response peaks and it produces a significantly
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Material Density 2<1T Emission Peak Decay Time Light Yield
(g'cm ' ) (nm) (p~) (pho\o\1siNkY)

Nal 3.67 5 j 415 0.23 37,700

Bi.+Ge.\()\e 7.13 76 505 0.30 ~U()O

('sIn!) 4.51 54 540 0.68 64,800

BaFe 4 R9 53 310,220 0.62,0.OOOR 9.950

Gsa 671 59 430 0.06 10.000

LSO 74 65 420 004 30.000

LaRr~ :' OR 47 3bO 0.0016 RO,OOO

LaCI 3.M 60 3::'0 :0.03 50,000

Figure 2.6: Common Scintillator Crystal Properties [1-4]

large number of photons in a very short decay time. However, a NaI crystal
would have a poor emission peak for an avalanche photodiode (APD)
detector, as discussed later. APD spectral response is typically at shorter
wavelengths, thus CsI crystals find useful application in solid-state detector
systems. The CsI(TI) produces a very desirable amount of light, but it's
drawback is the relatively slow decay time for the response - ranging from
0.68/18 to as high as 1.0/18 thus potentially limiting the cameras achievable
count rate. The high density of the Bi4Ge3012 (BGO) crystal means that it
is more effective at stopping higher energy photons than most crystals at
comparable thickness. This advantage means BGO can often be found in
PET cameras, as their operation depends on the collection of 51lkeV
gamma rays. Not included in this table, cost is another aspect which often
has an affect on final design outcomes.

Physical Geometry

Beyond the inherent properties of a crystal there are macroscopic
modifications that can be made to improve the performance of a scintillator.
The simplest gamma camera arrangement is a single solid crystal mounted
to an array of photomultipliers. However, when an interaction occurs the
light spreads out inside the crystal. If the light is spread too thin then the
light might be lost in the background noise of some photomultipliers thus
distorting both the total energy and the position information for that event.
For instance, in the extreme case, the light is spread across all
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phot omultipliers such that no detect or expcriences anythill?, above normal
background ,lllel the cvcnt gocs undetcctcd. Contrariwise. a ccrtaill amount
of light spreading is desirable. In order tu cxtract location information the
light must be shared by a group uf photomultipliers.

The thickness of a CT~'st al is not only selccted to optimize light
spreading, but also to ensure that incoming photons can be effectively
stopped. For instance. if a crystal was too thin then perhaps all illcident
photOll. aft er a single CClmptoll scatter. could ('xit the cTystal. not
depositillg it"s entire energ~[ in the crystal. Light spreading call he adjnsted
by cUlltrolling the crystal thickness. however. only beyond the thickness
required to stop the incident photons.

In \vorking with thesc limitatiuns certain tcchniques have bcell
devC'1opeel to allow increased cuntrol over light distribution. By cuttillg the
crystal intu what is essentially pixels and separating the pixels with
reflective material the light can be guided down to the individual
photomultipliers. HmYC'H'r. if all the light is directed solely to a single
photomultiplier thm the spatial resolution is limited b,v the size of the
photomultiplier face, Thereforc. a balance exists betwecn guiding the light
Hncl ~preading the light and. as such. a pixilated crystal will typically not be
cut through the thicknec,s of the crystal but only to a certain depth and
then the remailling crystal is left as a solid picce.

Addit ionally. wl1('n an e\'('nt occurs ncar an cdge of a crystal there is
potential for SOllle light to escape. To counter this crystals arc' (ypicall~r

covered in a reflector on all (but at the photomultiplier interface), Often
the reflector is a metal-oxide powder or Teflon which reflects the light back
into the crystal.

2.2.3 Photosensors

\Yit h the exception of detector matcrials like CZT (cadmium zinc
telluride). most detcction systems require a photosensor to cullc'ct the
cr~'stHrs cmission li?;ht Hnd cunwrt it to a pnlse of c!ectrons. Two major
de\'ices exist today. Photomultlpher tllhe8 (P~IT's) Hnd Auolanche
photochorles (APO·s). APO's CHn. in a black-box manner. be thought of HS
the solid statc wrsion of the P~IT.

There are some significant performance differences between APO's
and P~IT's. Photolllultiplier tubes operate at gains un the order of one
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million, whereas avalanche photodiodes operate at gains in the region of
about one hundred. A second and equally significant difference is in the
construction materials. PMT's do not have a negative magnetic
susceptibility and as such will distort local magnetic fields and their own
operations are negatively affected by magnetic fields. The APD's, being
solid state, are capable of operating in magnetic fields and are able to be
constructed with materials that will not negatively affect a magnetic field.
The majority of clinical cameras in operation today are operating using
photomultiplier tubes however it is reasonable to believe that within a
number of years these will be replaced with the quickly improving
solid-state system.

Photomultiplier Tubes

The photomultiplier tube has been the workhorse of nuclear imaging
since they began to replace film systems with electronic systems. The PMT
was first invented well over 50 years ago and although many different
variations are available today, they all operate on the same principal
described here. Note: There exist a large number of variations in geometry
and implementatwn of components so for simplicity the photomultiplier
described here will be of typical design. As shown in Figure 2.7, nearly the
entire device is housed in a glass tube which is evacuated and sealed.
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Figure 2.7: Typical Photomultiplier Tube design (Soum W,k,med,a Commons)

The entrance window is made from a glass that is transparent to
light in the spectrum of scintillator emissions. Once through the entrance
window, the optical photon produced in the scintillator will interact with
the photocathode via the photoelectric effect and generate photoelectrons
which will transmit through the photocathode and accelerate towards the
first dynode. When the photoelectron crashes into the first dynode it
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lilwratC's a llllmlwr of electrons in tIl(' metal dynode. The dynode stages arC'
all dectrically charged \vith in(Tcasingly higher positiw voltages (up to
thousands of volts) so that the liberated electrons arc' accelerated towards
the lwxt elynodC'. Each dynode stage is positioned so as to best direct thC'
eject ed (']e('(1'Ons towards the next d)'llOde. As the electrons cascadC' dOWll
the Pl\IT the)' each eject more dectrons at every dynode they' crash into.
The result is that at the C'nd of the Pl\IT there is a larger multiplication of
photo ClllTC'nt than would be possible directly from a photocathode alone.
\\'hen the multipli('d elect rons C'wnt ually hit the anode. they (Teate a sharp
drop in the anode voltage. T)'pically the anode sigllal is AC coupled. via a
capacitor. to rc'mow the DC bias on the anode, leaving only the sharp drop
in voltage which ret urns. rdat ivdy slowly. to baseline.

In an arrangement that finds the anode at the front and the
cathode at the cnd of the tube. the result is a sharp rise in signal instcad of
a sharp drop. T)'pical gains for a photomultiplier tube are on the order of a
million times. howewr this gain can be reasonably adjusted simply by
adjusting the bias voltage appliC'd a(TOSS the dyno(ks. Additional gain
mat ching betwecn indiviel lIal Pl\IT's is oft en done by adj usting a
potentiollleter (adjustable resistor) in the dynode rcsistor network.

Quantum efficiency (QE) is a figure of merit used to indicate the
sensitivity of a photosensor. It is an acclIratc measurement of a
photosensor's ability to create electron-hole pairs from photons hitting the
active sensor. The values are wavelength specific and often measured over a
range of wavelengths when characterizing a photosensors efficiency.

In a photomultiplier tube gamma camera, quantum efficiency is
influenced primarily by the photocathode properties, namely its reflectivity,
photoelectric <Toss-section. and its thickllcss. but also the transmission
properties of the cntrancc window is (Titical [1]. Typical quantum
efficiencies for a photocathode range froIll 20 to 30%, but recent
(icn'lopnl0nts produce' expcnsive Pl\IT's with as high as 50% quantulll
efficiency [1].

To get a perspectiw on how the signal propagates. consider a single
lJO keV photon, which produces on (\wrage in the vicinity of GOOO light
photons. Not all of these photons will exit the crystal and find the
photocathode. \Yith the f,Uln of losses in the cl':-'stal and in transport to the
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photocathode, perhaps haIti of the photons will hit the photocathode.
From the remaining 3000 photons, the photocathode might produce 600
photoelectrons. However, these electrons are then multiplied across the
dynode stages producing a pulse of 600 million electrons or a charge of
9.612 x 10-11 coulombs (or;::::; 96 pC). This amount of charge is quite small
and requires very sensitive amplifiers to boost the signal.

Photomultiplier tubes are not designed to operate in magnetic
fields. The photomultiplier tube requires electrons to travel freely through a
vacuum. When a moving electron is exposed to a magnetic field, as in
Figure 2.8, it will experience a force on it which is perpendicular to both its
velocity and the magnetic field vector. The consequence of this force in a
photomultiplier tube is disastrous; the electrons no longer reach their
carefully positioned targets and instead are pulled off course, in whatever
direction the magnetic field dictates. As with any amplification system, the
signal is most sensitive prior to amplification. In the case of PMT's this is
between the photocathode and the first dynode.

Despite all of the losses and inefficiencies that propagate along the
way, the PMT is still able to offer a very desirable signal to noise ratio - but
when in a magnetic field, the losses are so great that the device is rendered
useless.

No Field

\

0-'

Magnetic field into page

+-

Figure 2.8: Left: In zero magnetic field the electron experiences no extra
force. Right: Force on electron in magnetic field.

t Assuming the ideal situation of complete deposition of energy at (the sufficiently large)
crystal-pmt interface without any intra-crystal reflection, half of 47r will be incident on the
PMT - the other half will be directed away from the detector.
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Avalanche Photodiode

As stated earlier in this scction. on the smface. Hvalandw
photodiodes operate much like a photomultiplier tube. That is. they
convert a low ('nergy photon into electrons. those electrons arc multiplied
an(l the result is an electric-al pulse with a height proportional to the energy
of the incident light that can then be manipulated and ll1easUlwl with
analog and/or digital circuitry. In actuality the intcrnalmcchanisms for
multiplications are slightly different between APD's and PMT's.

A typical avalanche photodiode cross-section is presented in figure
2.10. ,\n avalanche photodiode is a sC'miconductor device. A semiconductor
is primarily made up of two types of materials (N and P) both of \vhich are
commonly composed mostly of a Silicon (Si) cr,ystal Htructme. In a SI
<Tystal structure there arc four neighbours that a S I atom shareH valance
electrons with - <Teating s1 rong bonds and leaving no valence electrons
unbound. A pme Si crystal structure is considered to be an effective
electrical insulator. Hmvewr. the dectric-al properties of this <Tystal
structure can be modified by replacing a Si atom with a different element.
This process of replacing of the at oms in a CTystal structure is 1derred to as
doping.

In thC' case of an ~-type material. a (Si) atom would be replHced
with an elemC'nt which haH extra valence dC'C'tronH. If that Si atom \VHS
replaced wit h a PhoHphonl1lH (P) atom. while kaving t he neighbours as Si
atoms, then since phosphorous has five valence electrons, it would use four
dectrons to bond to the Si neighbours and \\'(JUld have a single dectron
(donor) 1<'ft unbound (stilllooHely bound to the atom though).

In P-type materiaL a (Si) atom is replaccd with an dcmPllt \vhich
has leHH than fom nl1<'nce dectrons Huch as Doron (B). In this case. there is
one Hpace (11 ole) still left empty which can be filled by a free electron.

Doth types of doping. (1\ &:: P) result in increased electric
conductivit.\, of the material. In fact only a wry small amount of doping
will result ill wr,v drast ic changes in the material properties. Doth don UTS

anel holes can propagate through a material. howew'r. becauHe of tIl<' nature
of the holes. they tend to propagate slower than dunors. In the N-t.\,!w
material the donor dectrons can eaHily be excited into the conduction band
auel in thc P-typc material dectrons in the valence band can be cxcited into
t 11<' band gap. mobilizing holes in the valencc band.
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Although it is interesting to increase the conductivity of a material
by adding small amounts of another element, more interesting is what
happens when a P-type and N-type layer are placed side-by-side. The
junction that forms due to neighbouring, contrasting band gaps is termed a
P-N junction. An area at the junction forms, termed the depletion region,
where the electrons from the N-type and the holes from the P-type join.
This depletion region forms naturally as the holes are attracted to the
electrons locally. However, beyond that region in either direction, the
original band gaps are maintained (see figure 2.9).

p-Type
Depletion

Region N-Type

Hole
concentration

: ()

Electron
concentration

t:: 0:

Bm,ing Contact, ---~)~(

""1.0-. 1"

Figure 2.9: P-N Junction

Consider a P-N junction semiconductor exposed to an external
voltage (applied across the biasing contacts as in figure 2.9), for instance
from a battery, such that a positive voltage was experienced on the P-side
and negative voltage on the N-side. In this situation the donor electrons
would move away from the contact point towards the junction and likewise
the holes would propagate away from its contact towards the junction as
well. When the electrons and holes meet at the junction (depletion region)
they will combine, thus allowing more holes and electrons to move into
place. The result is that a current loop is formed and the battery is able to
drain its potential.

To contrast to this, if the junction was insulated such that the
electrons could not reach the holes and thus could not combine, then
eventually enough electrons would pile up such that an electron density is
reached that equals the potential of the battery (the electrons repel each
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other - increasing electron density results in the electrons pushing back
against the battery potential) and a steady state would be reached after a
short flow of current. The same would happen with the holes on the other
side of the insulator.

Now imagine that the bias voltage is reversed (reverse bias). The
electrons are pulled away from the junction toward the contact and the
holes do the same thing. The result here is that a transient current again,
but ultimately it widens the depletion region which greatly increases the
potential barrier thus acting like the contrasting example above. With the
widened depletion region there is no current flow, however due to thermal
effects a small current will 'leak' through. Another point of interest is, if
the reverse bias across a P-N junction increases beyond a certain threshold,
the leakage current can suddenly become so significant that it begins to
behave like a short circuit. This point at which this sharp increase in
current occurs is termed the breakdown voltage.

In an APD, as depicted in figure 2.10, the AR-Iayer is an
anti-reflective layer that improves the absorption of light into the APD.
Below the AR-Iayer is a semi-conductor device with P and N layers just as
described above, as well as a depletion region. Also labeled in the figure is
the anode and cathode across which the bias voltage is applied, but also it
is these connections through which the signal is measured, super-positioned
on the DC bias voltage (this is why a reliable and noise-free bias voltage
supply is essential for the operation of an APD system).

Cathode

N-Laycr

P-Layer

AR-Layer

Anode

Depletion Region

Figure 2.10: Typical Avalanche Photodiode design

Typical APD's require a lower bias voltage in comparison to
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P}'IT's. usually on the order of a few hundred volts. but because of its
small cross-section this works out to an electric field of several volts per
micrometer. In an APD t he bias voltage is applied in the reverse direction.
so ideally no current is initially flowing. However, when a photon enters the
window and dC'posits C'nergy into the device. it can raise thC' energy of a
singl<' elC'ctron (in the simplest case) which is then pushC'd into the
conduction bam}, allowing it to move through the device under the
influence of the bias voltage. As this electron accelerates through the
multiplicCl tion region (assuming its energ,\' is high enough) it will create
more elect ron-hole pairs. via a process called 'impact ionization'. <'ssentially
knocking electrons out of their bouwl state as it nms into them [1]. The
gain of an APD then is determinC'd by how man,\' electron-hole pairs CCln be
created from a single electron o1e\,(,ltC'd into the conduction band.

\Yhen an APD is in the dark. it would Ideally not allow any ClUTent
to be generated. HmH'wr. just as in a simple P-N junction. when the APD
is rewrse biased it is subject to leakage. which is gC'!wrall\' referrcd to as
dark ClLTrent (Iv) when no light is incident on the window. Statistical
fluctuations in this dark current adds to the noise and is partially affected
by the gain (11f). such that increasing gain also imTeasC's dink current noise.
Total dark Clll'rent is made up of slll'face leakage ClUTent and bulk ClUTent.
only the bulk clll'rent is nlllltiplicd by the gain factor as shown in Eq.2.1.
because it flows through the multiplication region where as surface leakage
docs not [5].

10 = los + IUB . JI (2.1)

where. lois the total dark current. los is the snrface leakage clllTent. lOB
is thc bulk leakage current and }.I is the gain. Additional noise appears in
the statistical nature of the multiplication process: this is referred to as the
c,rrpss nOise fa!'toT (F) as dCSC'l'ibcd by equation 2.2 [6].

1
F = ",Ik + (2 - ,)(1 - k) ...

"II
(2.2)

where k is derived from tll(' ratio of the probability for electrons to generate
further elC'ctnm-hole pairs to the probability for holes to do the "ame [1].
An APD in the dClrk presC'nts a total spC'ctral noise currC'nt describes as in
Eq.2.:3 [G].

ill = /2, fj . (Ios + IVB . J12 • F) . B (2.:3)
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where in is the total spectral noise, q is electron charge, and B is the
bandwidth of the system.

::l
c..-;::l
C

SNR Maximized

I----r.--....-:::----------- Thennal Noise

Gain

Optimal Gain

Figure 2.11: APD - Signal and Noise vs. Gain

As a result of this noise and the nature of the operation of the
APD, in an ideal situation an optimal gain can be determined.

The thermal noise represents a baseline noise that must be
overcome to achieve a positive SIN ratio, beyond this point exists a 'sweet
spot' in which the signal gain increases much faster than the shot noise
(noise due to random fluctuations in current, resulting from the fact that
electrons have discrete units of charge). However, beyond this 'sweet spot',
at a certain gain the shot noise will begin to increase at a rate greater than
the gain can overcome. This is depicted in figure 2.11, where the separation
between thc output signal and the shot-noise is largest around the optimal
gain. Of course, because SNR is a ratio and not just a separation, reducing
thermal noise can significantly improve the signal to noise ratio.

Critical to an APD's operation are its gain characteristic, its shot
noise and its thermal noise. However, in an imaging application setting,
other properties need to be factored into the assessment. Of primary
importance is the active area of the APD. In this realm, APDs are no
different from PMTs in that the ideal design will offer 100% active area. In
reality, there is an overhead amount of 'dead' surface space required in the
fabrication of the APD such that 100% active area is (for now at least)
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unattainable. However, by increasing the overall size of the APD, while
maintaining the minimum overhead 'dead' area, it is possible to improve
the active area percentage. There is always, of course, a tradeoff; the
tradeoff for increasing the APD's active area is the increase in noise.
However, in an imaging application, the counterpoint is that more light can
be collected in a single APD thus improving the signal quality. Which
factor outweighs the other is dependant on the details of the system.

2.2.4 Amplification and Shaping

Preamplifier

Even in PMT systems some amplification is required, but it is
especially important in APD systems where the signal is significantly
smaller. The amplifier is ideally placed as near to the optical sensing device
as possible. Unfortunately, the signal is most prone to noise and
interference at this point.

Without a reliable way to remove the noise, amplifying the signal
will also amplify the noise. By amplifying the signal before noise is
introduced, the amplitude of the signal becomes much larger than the
amplitude of the noise, so if noise is introduced at a later stage it will be
much smaller with respect to the signal. A preamplifier will first convert
the current pulse generated by the optical sensor device into a voltage pulse
(shown in figure 2.12(a)) which will then be amplified in the second stage of
the preamplifier device.

TJlllC'

(a)

Tnne

(b)

Figure 2.12: a) Preamplifier Pulse Profile, b) Pulse Pile-up
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Gaussian Pulse Shaper

The signal that is output from the preamplifier has a similar profile
to the pulse that entered the preamplifier, in figure 2.12(a). Although the
signal is larger now, it is still difficult to reliably sample the pulse height
without limiting the maximum detection count rate. Notice the pulse starts
with a very sharp rise and a tail that slowly returns to ground (baseline).
This slow 'baseline restoration' would limit the count rate significantly if we
needed to wait for this to reset before we could measure again - or events
would pile up, as in figure 2.12(b). In reality the height of the second pulse
in figure 2.12(b) should be measured from the point it starts to rise to the
peak, not from the baseline to the peak, as it has to be measured
(technically). So events that pile up can introduce another issue with
measuring this sort of signal.

A pulse shaper solves these problems by creating a Gaussian shaped
pulse that has a height that is proportional to the height of the original
pulse and returns to ground quickly after. This is depicted in figure 2.13;
the rise is not quite as sharp as the original, but it quickly returns to
baseline, allowing a second pulse to be accurately measured.

o
';1)
(\l....-o
>

Time

Figure 2.13: Gaussian Shaper Pulse Profile

2.2.5 Multi-channel Analyzer

Initial gamma-camera designs utilized a resistive charge division
readout design to extract position information. In these systems the data
from the array of photomultipliers was reduced to sums of rows and
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columns which were passed through a network of resistors producing four
signals, X+, X-, Y+ and Y-. These signals were initially used to control the
electron gun on a type of cathode-ray tube, thus displaying the image on a
screen. Some of these old systems have been brought into the 'digital age'
by intercepting the four signals and digitizing them on a computer to
collect images. A typical modified analog system might look something like
the schematic presented in Figure 2.14.

Camera

Amplitier

Delay Amplifier

Peak Sensing ADCs

CPU interface

Computer

Summing Amp

Timing S( ';\

G,lte & Delay

Generator

Figure 2.14: Typical Analog MCA Design

Modern systems are moving towards 'parallel readout' design. In
this design each photomultiplier signal is digitized almost immediately
(pre-amplification and shaping may be required) and a computer is used to
calculate the position of the events. Each signal is filtered, shaped and
digitized with a multi-channel analog to digital COIlverter. The summed
signals are used to trigger the ADC sampling process just as in the analog
design.

Analog to Digital Conversion

Aside from variations in where the signal is converted from analog
to digital, there is also variability in how it is converted; that is the
operation and capability of the ADC itself, which will be discussed here.

1. Resolution and Accuracy
ADC resolution is ultimately a result of dividing the acceptable analog
input voltage range (Full Scale Range) by the number of discrete
values the ADC is capable of producing. Typically this is expressed as
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til(' 1l111nher of bits it works with. For instance Hn 8-bit ADC will
divide thl' full scale range into 2i'i or 2;)6 dislTl'te values. In general
the resolution of an ADC is described by the following relationship.

R = ~FSR
2M -1

\\'here R is the resolution in volts. ~ 'Fsn is the full scale range in volts
and 1\£ is Llw lllllll]wr bits the ADC utilizes.

In practice, however, a number of other factors influence the
resolution and accuracy of an ADC. The signal to noise ratio and the
non-linearity of the ADC both have a strong influence on the
resulntion of a convcrter. The S~B is primarily dependent on the
signal in qnei"ltion. the cundition of t he circuitry and expOS1ll'e to
external interferences. While SXR is primarily an external effect, the
non-lilwarity is inlwrent in the converter. I\on-lineari ty Ol'C"HrS (in
successiw' approximation ADCs) when the cOlwcrted values mr not
equally spaced across the fnll scale nmge. An ideal ADC would have
a linear trani"lfer function: rei"lnlting in a uniquc ontput for ('very input
(within the resolution of the systcm).

To understand the effects of non-linearity let us consider first
a lineal" 2-hit ADC operatillg at a fnll scale range of ·lV. The bit
values availabl(' rnllge from 0 to :3. t hat is. there arc four pusi"lible
digital values Hyailahll' to describe the input voltage. In this case the
rilllges would be as follows.

Table 2.1: Non-linearitv Example
Besnlt (I\ISB LSB) Bange

0 (00) OV - IV
1 (01) IV - 2V
:2 (10) 2V - :3V
;) ll1) ::N - ·lV

Notice that the least significant bit (LSB) adds a value of 0
volts when it is falsr' anel a value of 1 \'ult \vhen it truc. where as the
most significant bit adds nothing when it is false and a value of 2
volt s wlH'n it is true. Non linearit\· OCC1ll'S when the t hresholel



between a bit being on or off is not centered in its respective voltage
range. In the case of least significant bit the consequence of the
threshold tending towards the Ilpper end is an increased rOll\'ersion of
falses than trues across that specific range. This error results in high
frequency oscillation in the transfer function, which directly affects a
collected spectrum in the same manner. More significant the bits
present lower fre'luency distortions. but at larger amplitudes. Of
course. the fnrtlwr the threshold is from eqIlally dividing the segment
the further the tra11sfer function deviates from linear.

As shown in figure 2.15(a), when the least significant bit is
not shared equally across its voltage range there is hi?;h fn'(\1lCncv
oscillations and when only the upper bit is distorted (figure 2.15(b))
significantly less (20% offset vs. 80% offset) than in the least
significant bit case, there is a much larger error, but the oscillations
occur at a lower frequency. As expected, when multiple bits are offset
then the resulting transfer function is the superposition of the
individual effects (figure 2.15(c)).

2. Sampling Ralr;
There is always a finite amount of time required to convert a signal to
a digital value. In application, it's important to also take into accollnt
the time required to store the data. if storage is required. The time
required to con\'l'rt a signal depends on the tn)(' of ADC and the
aphtllde of the design and hardm'lH' of the ADC.

:3. Analog to Digital Algonthm Df?Slg778
Some common dc'signs for anaJog to digital convcrters include Fla~h

ADCs and Successiw-Approximation ADCs.

Flash ADCs usc a volt age ladder Rll<1 a network of comparators to
qllickl,v output the digit al ,'alue in parallel n\'arl,v instantallC'ously.
Flash ADCs arc the qllickest b,\' design. limited onl,\' hy the
propagatiun dela,\' of a comparator. Hmwver. the cost. as we'll a~

physical ~ize, inCTeases with increased resolution much faster than
othC'l' designs.

SILr.CCSSIUC-apPI'OJ:lnwfwlI .IDes usc an iterative algorithm in cmler to
arrin' at the correct ",due. They Iltilize a digital to analog conwrtcr
(DAC) and a comparator. Starting by enabling the most significant
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Figure 2.10: ~()n-linearity in Analog to Digital Conversion (a) :'Jon-linearity
in Least Significant Bit (b) Non-linearity in Most Significant Bit (c) Super
position of Non-linearity effects.

bit on the DAC. the algorithm checks if the ClUTent DAC output i:-,

greater or less than the target voltage. If the ClUTent value is greater
than the target it will undo the most reccntly cnabhl bit and enable
the next lowest bit. If it finds the current value is less than the target,
it will simply enable the next hit. Once t he change is made. the DAC
output is again compared to the input. In this manner the ADC
mows through all the bits: once all bits arc checked. the \'alue in the
DAC H'gic,ter (sometimes referred to as the successive approximation
register or SAR) can be read. Successive approximation ADCs arc
more affordable and take up less physical size than the Flash ADC.
However. because each bit requires a clock cycle. inCTcasing resolution
results in illCTeasillg the time per sample.
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2.2.6 Acquisition Modes

'Yhat happens once the data is digitized is completely dependent
on application. The data may Iw collected by a microcomputer which
passes the information on to a PC for more intensive processing. The
microcomp1lter mayor may not do some of the processing itself. The
advantage of having the microcomputer do some processing is that the
Hlllount of data to transfer to the PC can be reduced. thus reducing
transfer times. Howev('r. serial transfer speeds. \vith FSD have reached a
point that it is feasibk to simply d1lmp all collected data right to a PC
(t(Tmed list-mude culkction) which then takes care of all the processing.

The means of data collection currently nm fall into four categories:
Static. D~·wunic. Gated and List-l\lode. Static imaging is a collection of
data over an extended period of time. representing a sum of the radiotracer
distribution over that time. This modality is effective for studies with slow
radiotracer ml'tctbolism or when t he metabolism itself is not the focus.
instead the distribution of radiotracer is of primar~' interest. Expedl'lily.
the extended collection time lends well to low count rate applications 
\vhich can be usd1l1 for limiting patient dose in a clinical sl'tting. A
dynalllic study is sonH'wlmt analogous to a movie: it aims to depict how the
radiotracer distribution changes with time and is useful for assessing organ
function. Catrd imaging is similar to a dynamic study. but instead
synchronizes the data to a paticnt generated rhythm s1lch as respiratory or
cardiac rh)·thms. This approach is 1Isef1l1 in cardiac imaging. resulting in a
series of cOlllposite inmges relating to the phases of til(' cardiac c)Tle. The
gating process is achieved by collecting rhythm data in concert with the
emission data (ex. Electrocardiogram data). Finally. hst-mode is a catch all
tactic that aims to essent ially record all (lata in the least process('d form
achic\·able. The goal is. by collecting the data in the ra\vest form possible.
t he data can 1)(' examined 1Ising a lllunber of techniques including.
potentially. each of the above described means. The limitations fur
list-mode collection are first and foremost computing capacity as collecting
data before it has becn reduced to manageable sizes can be q1lite
cuml)('rSOlllC.

2.2.7 Reconstruction & Correction

In order to generatc an image from the collected data. a process
called" 11/.9('1' lO(J1c is cOllllllonl)' cmployed. The general idea of Anger logic
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is straight forward, but has a tendency to produce distorted images. In
order to form more representative images improved algorithms have been
developed, but often they rely on Anger logic as a starting point. Anger
logic takes individual signals from an array of detectors and weights each
signal according to its known location in reference to a central point. As an
example, consider a four detector system arranged in a 2 x 2 square (figure
2.16), where the light from the crystal is shared amongst the four detectors.

+\','---,

D;·····
~ .

DD~'

Figure 2.16: 2 x 2 detector array

For simplicity consider only a single event, depositing energy at a
single site. Each detector in the array will report how much energy it
collected as a function of its distance from the event. A convenient
approach is to allow the origin to be in the center of the image 
corresponding to the center of the four detectors (where they all meet).
The signal from detector 1 contributes to the -X and +Y direction, the
signal from detector 2 +X and +Y, detector 3 contributes to -X and - Y
and finally detector 4 to +X and - Y. To estimate where the event occurred
in the X direction we take the difference between the +X signals and the
-X, likewise to determine the Y component. These values are then scaled
by the total signal gathered by all four detectors to normalize the values.
For the 2 x 2 case, the following equation is used.

x = (E2 + E4 ) - (E1 + E3 )

4

L,Et

t=l

where X is the coordinate of the estimated position of the event, E t is the
energy collected from detector i. Likewise for the Y coordinate,

y = (E1 + E2 ) - (E3 + E4 )

4

L,Et

1=1
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However. this mapping of energy into position results in a numbcr
of distortions. The distortions arc ci:tnsed b.y t hrec primary factors: the
non-linear response of position calculations. the non-lllllfonndy across tIl('
field of view and variations in detfctor senslt ll'dy. The non-linear H'sponse
in the Ang('r logic is inherent in the Anger logic and can be cOlTectcd by
llsing a parallel hole phantom of known grid dimensions to record an image
that can be mappC'd to the known grid dinH'nsions. En'r)' image taken
hereafter will undcrgo that mapping for currl'ction. Sccondly. to corrcct for
the photo peak response across the field of view, a spectrum at each
location is generated from the data and the photo peaks arc aligncd and
the acceptancc windows adjusted accordingly. The third factor is addressed
by implementing a flood source over the entire field of view to generate a
corrcction map which will rcmoVC' the residllalnon-uniformities due to
different photosensor efficiencies. Once these three major correction maps
arl' gcnerat('d they can !J(' applic(l to any images gatll('red on tlw system to
achil've reasonable distortion correction. In reality. the correction maps
should be npdated oftl'n to ensnrc any internal or cnvironmental changes
do not go lllWcc01Ulted for.

2.3 Applications

2.3.1 Current Imaging Applications

Oncl' it is possible to image radiation an entire \vorld of
applications opens IIp. I3y eithcr utilizing an inert radiotrac('r or designing
onC' that m<'t i:lllolizes in a d('sirable way. the secrets that the imaging
modality can H'veal arc only as limit l'd as our cH'ativity. The gamma
camcra (or SPECT) lws been used in imaging the thyroid. lungs. hcart.
linT. ki(hl('ys. brain and more. \\'hat is imaged is not ju:-,t (lcpClHknt on
where thc camera is positioned: the rl'al fortitudc deri\'Cs from the
radiotl'acer. The \vorkhorsc of radiotracers that appears in m(J~t imaging
st lldics is Tedull'tium-90m (l0'" Tc). with its relatively low gamma ray
mcrgy (110 kC'V) and reasonably short half-life (6.02 hrs).
Tec!lllctillln-99m. is H'adil~' attached to many specially designed tracers
used to target specific areas defined by form or function.

Dual Modality

1\I01'e rceently. combinations of imaging modalities haw become
increasingly popular for their ahility to mcrge complimentary
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benefits [13-17]. Dual modality has been primarily comprised of the
addition of a CT (compnted tomograph~') to complement a SPECT or PET
:·wan. The CT provides a density map and the ntility of this is two-fold:
first, in the reconstruction process, it allows for improved attenuation
correction nlgoritluns. but secondly. the CT image can be layered with the
SPECT image (for instance) providing an clllatomical framework for
viewing the radiotracer functional image.

New developments in specific hardware (namely solid state
photolllultipliers) have made it feasibl0 to attempt dual modality imaging
that replaces the CT dmsity image with 1IIU. Due to its limited ahility to
provide soft tissuc contrast, a CT image has bcen limitcd in its ntility.
H(Jwever. by overcoming the traditional gamma call1era's scnsitivity to
magnetic fields, it has become possible to take advantage of the strengths
that MRI imaging offers and combine this with the functional imaging that
gamma-ray imaging offers.

A series of solid state breakthrcmghs haw madc it possible to
improvc thc robustness of gamma camcras (and thus SPECT cameras).
With the replaccmcnt of photolllultiplier tubes with solid stat0 devices (ie.
avalanche photodiodes or CZ'1' detectors) it is ant icipated that gamma
cameras will become significantly more reliable in magnetic environments.

Avalanche photocliodes haw greatly improved in the last few
decades. positioning thcmsl'lves t(J potcntially take over the market strongly
held hy photomultiplier tubes for over half a ccntmy. APD's hegan to makc
their way into the field of medical imaging in the mid-eighties and early
niueties. collecting spectra in a widc energy range on a variety of
scintillator types (including :'\a1(Tl) and Cs1('1'l) and (lown to energies as
low as 5.9 kcV x-rays [21]. Sincc then APD's haw improved from their once
small active area to much larger sizes with ever dC(Tcasing dead spacc. they
have improved their noise characteristics and moved on to modified designs
that significantly improve their gain capabilities [22-26].

~atmally. this APD work advanced thc interest from radiation
(lctcetion to applications of imaging, The vast majority of work to date
with APD's in an imaging atmosphere haw hccn applied to po:-;itron
emission tomograph (PET) for small ,mimal imaging [27 -:31]. As APD's
evolved further, modifications became available just as in the progression of
Pl\ITs. position sensitive APD's were ~oon on the market and being
tested [26,32]. Due to the APD's ability to operate in magnetic fields with
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which PI\lTs couldlle\"('r cope. APDH lwgan to he tC'stcd and employed in
nmlti-modality imaging. fusing PET with I\lRI [36. :37]. Although
experiments with PET/I\IIU imaging had been cOllllucted earlier using
fibre-optics to separate the PMTs from the magnetic fields of the
MRI [33-35], avalanche photodiodes offer a more compact design, removing
the awkward and expensive fibre-optics.

T~·picall.v. the application of APD"s in medical imaging has heen
dearly fOC'llsed on PET/I\IIU imaging systems [27-31]. In PET. two
GIH'e\' gamma ra~'s arc detected. This high energy gamma ray re~mlts in
stronger signals produced from the scintillator crystal. In SPEeT imaging
energies are often significantly weaker (often 100 - 300 keV). This leads to
weaker signals which arc more suscC'ptiblc to signal <If'gradation from noise
and interferenCl'. TIl(' favourable signals from a PET system may be wh~'

man~' projects have focused on PET/I\IIU.

The objectiv(' of this project was to devdop a gamma canwl'a
protot.ype that operates with an acquisition system designed for general
purpose applications. Specifically, the purpose is to design an APD-based
cmncra to opcrate ill the vicinity of all I\IIU camera. It must be able to
adapt to a range of signal pulse heights and operate at sufficiently rapid
count rates while still remaining cost effective.

2.3.2 Project Application

The required applicat.ion for <lual-lllodality (I\IIU-SPECT) imaging
is to image in detail the structural d<,taib of tIl(' metacarpophalengeal joint
(knuckle) obtained with I\IBI togct her wit h the functional information
deriv('d from the racliotracer distribution. Two radiolracers have been
propo::;ed for this applici-ltion. with two complemcntary utilities. A D!l1f1Tc

label<'<J I\IDP molecule will preferentially collect at areas of increased bOll('
t Ul'll()Wl'. Using lit In labeled white blood cells, the inflammation in the
met acarpophalcngeal joint can be highlighted. The ability to obserw the
distril mtion of these two radiotracers while overlaid with the detailed soft
tisSll<' contrast obtained \vith I\IBI :-;houldmake pOHsible further
inYestigation of the origins of rll('umatoid art hritis.
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Rheumatoid Arthritis

The fusing of SPECT illlage~ with ~IRI images p(Tmits one the
ahility to iuve:otigate the locations of iUCTeascd uptake of radiotraccrs while
providing high-resolution structural information of soft-tissues. One
immediately rccognizable application of this type of facility is t he ~tud~' of
arthritis and other rheumatic conditions. Arthritis and its associated
ailments have a dramatic effect on our population. Almost 4 million,
approximately 1 in 6, Canadians over the age of 15 are affected by arthritis
aud other rheumRtic couditions [:3i:S]. Of those cl million Canadians. two
thinls arc female and well over half arc nnder 55 ."rats of Rge [3t\]. Thesr
numbers are increasing at a significant rate - it is estimated that by 2026
the Illlmber will grow by 50S{,. from eJ million to 6 million [38]. Those who
suffer arthritis have been found to experience more pain, activity
restrictions aud were more likd~' to require aid in daily activities and abo
report worse self-ratecl health. more disrupted sleep and depression than
those with other chronic conditions [:38].

The most recent st udics estimate the economic burden of arthritis
to be over JA billion dollars [38]. Of this amount. 20% arc direct costs while
the remaining 80% is classified as indirect costs [38]. Indirect costs refer to
lost productioll and mortality costs while the direct costs include treatment.
care and r<'1wbilitation expenses. An Amrriean study in 2003 found the
totRl cost incurred by both arthritis and other rlll'lllnatic conditions totaleel
128 billion dollars, well above the 85 billioll dollar expense in 1997 [39].

The last decade has lwell marked ,vit h rapid advanc'('s in research
and new highly effective drugs for treating Rheumatoid Arthritis [40]. It is
no louger viewed as a chronic disease resistant to llledical therap~' as it once
was. but as an acute or suh-acute disease that is manageable with early
intel"\"ention.

Early disease modifying Bnti-rheumatic drugs (Dr-.lARD) haw
shown promise in lwlllcing the signs and symptollls at all stag('s of RA.
Studies with Dr-.IARDs have indicated. that early detection is valuable in
providing effective treatment [40]. Studies have shown that even a delay of
a few months in the application of DMARDs can negatively affect the long
term effectiveness [40].



2.3.3 Future Applications

Recent developments in other fields have brought to light the
potential application of a magnetically robust SPECT camera in cancer
treatment. The technolog}' is still in its infancy. howc\'Cr. thc potential
exists to usc magnetic nanopartides to deliver radiation doses to tllmors
with controlled prccision. Consider a magnctic carbon nHnopartide which
contains two radioactive substances. The first is designed to treat the
tllmor (pel haps an alpha cmitter). the sccond is selccted for its abilit.v to he
imaged. The particles could 1)(' injccted into the patient and maniplllatecl
into place near the tumor using magnetic fields. To ensure accurate
plan'mcnt of the particl('s it wOllld he ideal to bc ablc to dctcct thcir
distribution in the body; this may bc bcst achicvcd ,'lith a gamma-CanH'l'a
that could operatc rcliabl}' in a strong magnctic cm'ironmcnt.
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Chapter 3

Radiation Detection based on
Avalanche Photodiodes:
Results

3.1 Scintillation Crystal: CsI

3.1.1 Specifications

The crystal sl'ledc'(l for this protot,vpe is a CsI(TI) crystal. It was
primarily selected because the emission \vavekngth (rv 5-10nm) matdws
well with the optimal absorption wavelength of the APD's that were
de~ired in this design. However. it noes pussess other desirable properties.
It has a reasonably high effective Z value (54) and a density of 4,51 g/cm3,
The decay time of CsI(T1) however is much slower than wouln be ideal: at
1000ns. this kind of decay time limits the maximum count rate possible by
a detector system. In table 2.6 CsI(Tl) is presenten in comparison to some
other common detc·C'tor <Tystals.

The spectral out put of CsI(TI) peaks just under 530n m as show in
figure 3.1, which if compared to the APD response for the 88664-1010
model in figure 3.2 (peaking near 600nm) is a \"(1)' acceptable match.

In order to minimize light loss bchvcen the scintillation cr,vstal and
the avalanche photodiode through reflection, coupling grease is sandwiched
lwtween the two. It is important that the grease is free of air bubbles
because the bubbles would cause reflection and scatter.

The scintillation cr~'stal available was a single solid block of
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Figure :3.1: Emission Spectl'1lm from CsI(Tl) aud CsI(:'Ja) [8]

CsI(1'l). Gmm thick. The block was too large for a 2 x 2 testing array. awl
was cut down to fit. However, due to less than ideal cutting equipment, the
cut edges most likely contributed to light loss. It is wrapped in Teflon tape
to reflect scintillation light back towards the crystal. Fortunately, CsI(Tl)
offers almost twice as much light output than NaI(Tl).

3.2 Selection of APD

The anllauche photodiode sdected for this prototype is a
Hamamatsu 88664-1010 (see Figure 3.3). It offers an effective active area of
10 mm by 10 nllll, but more importantl~' the ratio of iuactive area (dead
s]JIler) to tot al area is greatly dec'l'eRsed from smaller modds. The
SI:\(jG~-1010 has a dead spacc percentage of jnst less than :)0%
(-19.7Vr ± 6.3Vr): that is to say. there is morc active dctector than dead
spacc. In a similarly (lcsigned model of:) nllll by,) nUll active area. the same
dead SpRCC ratio increases to 73.8 ± 9.2 [7]. Also available an' mctal cau
models. hut these too have less desirable active are<:t ratios. Iucreased dead
space kads to lost light from the scintillator. The more light collccted b~' an
APD from a scintillatiou e\'('ut the better the sigual that can be expected.
Dne to APD's low gains (at the time of pun'hase) ('wry photon of light
that ('au be ('ollected is important, thus selecting an APD with the lo\\'e:-,t
dead space will act to somewhat counter the negative effects of low gain.

The spectral re:-,pouse for the S866~-1010 peaks jm;t below 600nrn
\\'ith a nomiual full width half max of 500 ± 20nrn as shown in figure 3.2.
To maximize encrgy collection. it is rlesirahle to select a sciutillator wit h an
emission wa\'('kngth thnt best matches thc spectral respouse peak of the
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Figure 3.2: 88644-1010 Response 8pectrum [7]

photo multiplier. Upon review of crystal properties in figure 2.6 it can be
seen that CsI(Tl) with an emission peak at 540nm is best positioned to
operate with these APD's.

13.7±O.2

Active Area
{loxIa)

Figure 3.3: Active area of 88664-1010 [7]

The breakdown voltage for this APD is quoted at 400 V [7], but in
our experience, it is more often above 400V than it is below, but also never
exceeding 500 V. Typical dark currents (ID) are claimed to be between 10
and 100 nA [7]. In our tests the dark currents were found to be larger than
those claimed by Hamamatsu. The source of this discrepancy is believed to
be caused by our inferior testing conditions. However, these conditions
perhaps more accurately represent the operating conditions of the ultimate
gamma camera design. Test results for APD photo current, dark current,
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gain and signal to noise ratios arc presented in Section G

Table 3.1: APD Specifications [7]
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It is possible to caknlate the expected size of a cnlTent pulse from a
single event if the absorbed energy (£"6')' detector efficiency (t:) and gain
(G) arc all known. as in equation :3.1 below. Refer to appendix A for a
detailed sample calculation using this system's specifications.

(:3.1 )

Care shonld be taken when choosing an approach for integrating
devices. Each connected device will affect the components it is connected
to, and each component will have some effect on it too. In most cases,
components are designed to minimize these effects, however, occasionally
this i~ not feasible <1nd special aUl'ntion mnst be paid to how components
,,"ill interact,

In the case of the APD, its high \'oltage bias supply resides on the
same contact that providef, the signal. The consequence is that the APD
provides a small signal snpcrimposed on a large DC voltage. If the large
DC voltage was not removed, the subsequent preamplifier would be
overloaded and its olltpnt would be clipped at best. Instead. the APD is
connected via a small capacitor to filter out the DC component while
allowing nearly all the variable voltage (ie. signal) to pass throngh. This
capacitor if, currently included in the prototype board provided by Cremat.
howl'wI'. \\'hen a ('lbtomized board is developed. the capacitance matching
bct\\'een APD awl the board should be considered to reduce signal
degradation. With this filter in place the preamplifier only sees the small
changes in the signal from the APD and is able to provide significant
amplification of this signal while still avoiding any signal clipping.
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The APD must also be shielded frum external interferences. Due to
its relatiVC'l~' small signals. it is import ant to block as much interference as
possible before the preamplifier stage, otherwise the interference will be
amplified along with the signal. The APD is sensitive to light, of course,
and thus "hould 1)(' shielded from all external sources of light other than
that provided by the scintillator crystal. Abo. the APD is vcry capable of
picking up any stray radio frequencies (nF). so it is also important to keep
the APD in a grounded conductive box that will :,;hielcl it from this RF
interference. Howevcr. by placing the APD in a grounded box it is po:,;sible
to create a ground loop which can allow AC power supply frequencies 10

interfere wit.h the signal. The prototype ,woicb these ground loops b~'

placing each of the front-cnd instl"llmentation into separate nF :,;hielded.
cont ainer:o and comH'cting them via insula! cd co-axial cables. The cablcs
provide the conllection to ground on a common line for all front.-end devices.

The APD i:,; reverse biased u:,;ing a linear pmH'l' supply. Hm\'('vcr.
the preamplifiers, shapers and digital electronics are powered by a switching
pOWC'l' supply which is in dose proximity. Switching power supplies arc
known 10 produce RF in the region ahovc ;")0 kH~ [18]. \vhich has been
detected in the circuitry and nH'aS1ll'e:,; haw been taken to minimize it.
Cnfortul1at.dy. some of this nF can propagat.e down output line:,;. resulting
in potential interfcTence issue:,; in the front-end instrumentation.

TaT/llna! capacl!oncr is the summation of series capacitance
between the APD to the preamplifier. In the case of this design, this
capacitance i:,; made up of the capacitance from the APD itself. any
capacitancc formed by the contacts in the Bl\'C conm'dors for the co-axial
cables, and the capacitance on the preamplifier's circuit board. This
capacitance is proportional to the rise-time of the pulse. It should be noted
t hat. if the rise-time i:,; limited by 1he detector. then reducing this
capacitance will not improve the owrall rise-time. However. if the ri:,;e-time
of the detector is llOt the limiting factor. then attempt:,; to redllce this
terminal capacitance can resllit in impwwd rise-times. which can result in
improved maximum count ratc's.

3.2.1 APD Dark Current (Id) vs. Bias

To nlC'a~ure clark CIllTent and phot () current the APD was enclosed
ill a met al box having an LED ellllwddecl ill a hole in the side. The box \yas
covcred with felt to absorb any ('xternallight. The APD was directly hia:,;ecl
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by the linear power supply voltage, with a large resistor (120Mn) in series
between the APD and ground, across which a voltage differential was
measured on an oscilloscope and an average value recorded. This resistor is
essential to both the protection of the APD and the measurement of the
current, however, it is also inherently a source of noise which contributes to
the uncertainty in the plots. The voltage drop across the resistor was
measured with the LED both 'on' and 'off' to simulate dark and photo
current responses. The current value is deduced from the measured voltage
and the known resistor value.

'1'_

------------- ~-------,;i
.. -APD,,{ dl

APDi..l >;1

, APD B {dl

APe B I Cl

ee, ----------------- -- -

Bias Voltage (V)

B A

B

---- ------

A

Figure 3.4: APD Photo and Dark currents: APD A has a breakdown voltage
of 489 V and APD B has a breakdown voltage of 448.

Figure 3.4 is a comparison of dark current (ID) and photo current
(Ip) between two 88644-1010 APD's (see Table 3.2). The first APD (A) has
a specified breakdown voltage (Vi,) of 489 V and a dark current (Id) of 30
nA as measured by Hamamatsu. The second APD (B) has a breakdown
voltage measured at 448 V and dark current of 32 nA quoted by
Hamamatsu. The increased breakdown voltage of APD (A) is exemplified
by the curve shifted to the right along the bias voltage axis.

The gain of the APD is dependent on the bias voltage. The gains
can reach as high as 100 when the bias is pushed to the edge of breakdown
but are reliably run around 50 times gain. Testing our own APD's with a
red (actual emission spectrum unknown) LED showed similar but slightly
lower gains.
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Table 3.2: APD A and B Specifications

.\PD A i/'oiti \'

-\PD B -t-l8 "

D<ltk ('lIllt-'nt t

3U llA

'U nA

3.2.2

t Dark Current as specified by manufacturer at M = 50

APD Gain vs. Bias

The slight mriations in ~tn[('ture that exist lwtw('en ('ach APD kad
to variation in breakelmvn voltages. The same two APD's as previollsly
used aboY(' (APD A anel APD B). properties in Tahle :3.2. \vere studied to
investigate the extent of this effect. Each APD, placed in the apparatus
described previollsly for dark (,lUTent m('3S111'('ment8. was tested from zero
hias voltage to voltages beyond their respective breakdown. At lower hias
voltages samples \HTe taken e\Try 50 volts. but as the bias voltage neared
the breakdown more finely spaced measurements were made, to a minimum
of 5 volt separations between measurements. As shown in figure 3.5 and
table 3.2. APD B has a bleakdown volt<lge of -118 V. hut the APD A
breakdown is at a higher voltage of 489 V. This difference results in a
horizontal ~hift in the plot. but the ('on~eqllence is that at a given bias
voltage' the photo current for APD A will be much less than APD B - as a
reslllt. the gain for APD B will pe3k at a lower voltage than APD A. The
gains measured with these two APD's are shown in figure 3.5 and as it can
be se('n. APD B with its lower breakdown voltage reaches a higher gain
sooner than APD A. In fact. when APD B is at a gain of .")0 times. APD ,\
\vill onlv operate at a gain of jllSt over 20. at that same bias voltage.

The gain ClllTes appear similar to t hose by Kataoka and
Sato [19.20]. The curves will not look identical. just as these hvo APD's
produce slightly different curves, so will the other APD's used in other
experiments. D('spite using the same family of APD's as used in this
experinH'nt. it appears as though others were able to achicve slightly more
steep gain C1I1,\,('S. The SOlUTC of t his discrepancy is not known but. it may
hc due to \'ariations in the characteristics of thc single APD used in their
experiments or due to the variations in experimental setup.

By dividing the photo-clUTent (signal) by the dark ClllTmt (noisc)
we get a good approximation of the signal to noise ratio for the APD. b.\'
mllltipl,ving that by the photo-current again. we will have an indicator of
signal strength. Shown in figure 3.6 is a plot of this figure of merit .
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Figure 3.5: Gain Curves for APD A and APD D vs. RenTse bias Voltage.

Con:-,ider selecting a bias voltage for APD D ncar 120 V. this would ('nsure
t hat not only t he clearest signal. but also strongest signal. is achicwd for
APD D. Howevcr. if this samc voltage is applied across APD A (optimal
bias \'oltage of -lGO V). thc result is an APD that is operating far belmv its
optimal capabilities, and moreover, the gain is significantly lower. In an
imaging ell\"iromnent. this will rcsult not only in a strongly skewed image.
but also po~sibly lost ewnts. CIC'arl,v. this is not the idcal way to operate an
array of APD's: a better method is to test each APD for its optimal bias
volt agC'. and to operatc each APD <It its own optimal bias voltagc. ThC'
C'lIlTent design doC's not attempt to do this. but doing so should producc
much mon' desirable result s.

The data presented in figure 3.6 is of arbitrary units of gain vs. bias
volt age. The gain values arc normalized by the values gelll'l"CttC'd at a zero
bias referencc.

\\'hcn tIl<' APD is struck with photons from a CsI crystal that is
exposed to 10\17 CllCTg:V gamma rays. pulsc~ can Iw -;ccn on tIl(' output of t hc
preamplifier. The pulses appear as those in figure 2.12(a) and 2.12(b), and
they havc been mcasured to have decay times on the order of 1O's of /-lS up
to 100's of /-lS dqwnding on the pulse height.
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Figure 3.G: Optimal Gain I3ias Voltage: APD A. has a breakdown voltage of
.J8a V and APD B has a brcakdown voltage of ·118 V.

3.3 Preamplifier: CR-IOO

The preamplifier chosen was selected for both cost and operating
specifications. The Cremat CR-110 is a single channel charge sensitive
preamplifier that offers gains of 1400 mVIpC allowing the system to detect
smaller pulses (at the sacrifice of count rate). The amplifier produces 200
electrons of cquivalent noise charge (ENe IUdS) when measured \vith no
illput signal. but this noise' \vill in('1'ease with detcctor capacitance generated
lloise. leakage ClllTCllt of the APD, and dielectric lo:oses in the electrollics [a].

Given the calculation in appendix A a UO keV pulse would produce
a pulse from 86 mV at a SO APD gain to a 168 mV pulse at a 100 APD
gain.

The preamplifier offers a rise time of a minimum of 7ns, but when
the detector capacitallcc is factored ill. n111 be described by the equation
below [a]

t,. = OACI + 7ns

\\'11ere Cl is the dC'tector capacitallce. measure!l in pica-farads (pf) anel f
"

is
the pulse rise time. measured in ns. The Hamamatsu 86G.J-101O has a large
terminal capacitance' of 270pj lwcause of its large active area. resultillg in
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an estimated rise time of 115ns. However, because of other hardware
limitations (ie. CsI(TI) decay time) this rise time is acceptable. A circuit
diagram depicting the APD bias interface is shown in figure 3.7.

Rias Voltage

I
/ ..,., , ..~ .

RF Shield

~~~~

... ., ..../ ~
Co-u'Xiul cahle : '::'

AC Coupling Capacitor

/
t-o

to erernat CR-IIO

Figure 3.7: Coupling Circuit connecting APD to the Cremat preamplifier

Currently, the Cremat preamplifiers are operating on independent
Cremat prototype boards (CR - 150) in their own shielded boxes as in
Figure 3.7. The board allows the preamplifier to be easily powered with
+j- 12 volts and provides a large ground plane to improve noise sensitivity.
The APD's are housed in a custom made RF shielding box and the two are
connected with insulated co-axial cable and BNC connectors.

3.3.1 Noise Sources

According to the preamplifier manufacturer, the primary noise factors are:

1. Thermal noise from the capacitance at the JFET input.

2. Thermal noise in the preamplifiers feedback circuit (and biasing
resistors) .

3. Detector leakage (as discussed in Chapter 2).

4. IjFrequency noise produced at the contact point between the
detector and the preamplifier.

5. Lossy dielectric material near the preamplifier input.
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The resultant output"'signal from the preamplifier on a long time
scale appears as a step function that rises sharply and very slowly decays
back towards the baseline as depicted in figure 3.8.

FJ(3

>

Short Time Scale

Figure 3.8: Preamplifier Pulse as seen by the Pulse Shaper

3.4 Pulse shaper: CR-200

Following the preamplifier, a pulse shaper processes the step
function into a Gaussian pulse. The shaper circuit is made up of a
differentiating circuit followed by two band-pass filters (Sallen Key filters) 
a number of integration stages to shape the pulse into a Gaussian
distribution [10]. In a long time scale the pulse shape from the preamplifier
appears like a step function. The step function, however, does not rise
instantaneously, instead it is continuous, so differentiating this signal
produces a pulse which rises quickly, then reaches a maximum and quickly
returns to baseline. The Sallen Key filters are used to shape this pulse into
a more Gaussian like pulse and provide the 10 time gain as well. The
shaper essentially removes the long tail from the preamplifier pulse so that
the measured signal returns to baseline quickly and another measurement
can be made sooner. The pulse shaper is able to handle closer pulses
because the preamplifier signal is similar to a step function. Imagine a
second pulse following closely behind the first such that the second pulse is
sitting on top of the tail of the first pulse. The pulse shaper will only deal
with the slope of the incoming pulse and will not care what the relative
offset of the pulse is, and so the resulting output of the pulse shaper is two
Gaussian pulses separated by as much time as the two incoming pulses.
There is an inherent time delay between the peak of the Gaussian pulse and
the rising edge of the preamplifier signal due to the processing time
required, but this time delay is consistent and as such can be ignored.
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The pnbe shaper. also mannfactmeQ hy Crelllat. was the CR-200
Gaussian shaping amplifier. There are four models available, offering
shaping times of lOOns, 250ns, l.Ous and 4.0us. The amplifier provides an
inherent gain of 10 times, and any additional amplification is done prior to
the shaping. In om application an additional 10 times gain is proyided
through the amplification stage on the CR-160 evaluation board. The
width of the outpnt pulse is related to the shaping time hy a factor of 2.:35
(l'X. A shaping tillle of 1J-ls means a F\YH:t-.I pnbc of 2.35J-ls) [10].

In the Ilt'xt chapter. a cnstolll designed acquisition system dl'sigl1l'd
with 'off the shelf' parts to digitize the pulse shaper peaks is discussed at
lengt h.
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Chapter 4

Multi-Channel Analyzer

4.1 Peak Detection

The pu):.,e generated by the pulse shapeI', as discussed in the
gamma camera overview (section 2.2.1) passes so quickly that to timc the
digital to analog conversion to sample at the very peak would be difficult to
do reliably. The peak detect and hold circuit utilizcs the functionality of
the Analog De/Hlees' "Uo7lolzth,C Peak Detector With Reset-and-Hold Alode
chip. 'J\Ionolithic' refers to the fact that some of the components arc
fabricated into the substrate which provides inherent advantages for charge
injection and droop rates error reduchon (to he discussed later) [11]. The
chip can be run in threc operational modes, 'peak detect', 'peak hold' and
'reset' as described in table 1.1. In peak detcct. the outP1lt will be ('qual to
the maximum \'()ltage experienced on the input since the last reset. In the
Peak hold mod<', the current peak will bc held (on an external capacitor)
s1lch that any higher peaks O('ClllTing after the initial peak will he ignored.
And finally the reset simply resets the charge in the 'hold' capacitor.

Table 1.1: PKDOl Operation J\Iodes [11]
RST DEl' Operatiou J\Iodc

0 0 Peak Detect
0 1 Peak Hold
1 1 Reset
1 () l'\A

The 'slew rate' is nH'asured in voltag(' per time uuit and is
essentially a uwasure of how quickly a voltage is able to rise or fall. In the
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case of a peak detect system, a slew rate equal to or better than the slew
rate of the shaper is essential for ensuring accurate voltage sampling. The
smaller the capacitor (storing the charge) the faster it can charge up, that
is, the faster the slew rate. Table 4.2 shows a few capacitors that were
tested in the PKD01 for how quickly the voltage could be reset to baseline 
similar values were tested for rise times. In figure 4.1 an input pulse shown
by the thick black line rises and falls, and the dashed line represents a
tracking signal, limited by a given slew rate, as it attempts to follow the
original pulse. As shown in the figure, the tracking signal can match the
input signal only when the slew rate of the signal is less than or equal to
the limiting slew rate of the tracker, provided it was starting from a
matching point prior. That is, if the two signals are already in separation,
then a certain amount of time is required for the tracker to catch up 
specifically determined by the signal and tracker slew rates.

Figure 4.1: Effects of limiting slew rates

Table 4.2: PKD01 Response times for various capacitors
Capacitance (pF) Rise time (0 to 3.3V) (J.Ls) Fall time (3.3V to 0) (J.Ls)

1000 6-8 6 - 8
330 2 - 3 2 - 3
56 rv 0.5 rv 0.5

J
-"'0) - .... >....... _- ""

~ll

E
"0
>

---------

Time

Figure 4.2: Peak Detector: Droop rate

Droop rate is, as depicted in figure 4.2 when a pulse height is
detected and held, it will slowly and exponentially lose its voltage level due
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to leakage in the capacitor. SmallC'r capacitors arc morC' prone to leakagC'.
and as snch \vill exhibit an increased (lroop rate. This being the case. a
balance bctwC'en accept able droop rate and slew ra te must 1)(' determined.
TC'sting showed that the ~lcw ratC' associatC'd with the 56 pF capacitor was
too C'xcessiw to warrant its sdC'ction. Capacitors in the :300 pF range \\-erC'
found to offer an acceptable balance of slew rate and droop rate. Some of
the relevant specifications for the peak detect and hold chip are provided in
table cl.3 as quutC'd by thC' manufacturer.

Table 4.3: PKDOI Specifications - eEl = lOOOpF [11]
Parameter S:vmbol l\Iin Typ l\1ax Cnits

Zero-Scale error ,zS' - 2 cl Tn\'"
Slew Rate SR - 0.0 - VI/-LS

Droop Rate , 'Oil - 0.02 0.1.5 mVIms

4.2 Event Trigger

Up to this point. the fad that an array of APD'~ is required for
imaging has not Iwcn discussed for simplicity. However. the design of
component s beyond this point strongl~' (lC'pend on thC' fact that a numl)('r of
detectors arc operating in parallel. The signals lU1,\'e to be evaluated both
individuall:v and also as a ~inglC' (snmmed) entity. \Vlwn a single crystal
sharC's t he light among a lllllnlwr of <1C'tectors. individual signals will vary
<lqwnding on the position of the eVC'nt. but on awrage the overall energy
dC'po~ited in the crystal will st ill be proportional to t he incident ell<'rg~·.

TIH'rdore. to ddC'rminc if a photon with an elll'rgy WC' arc interC'sted in has
been collect cd we mllst look at thc slUnmcd :-:.ignal from each APD.
Howewr. becausC' wc ,He still intC'n'stcd in the individual signals in onlC'r to
extract posit ion information. it is crucial that we <1lso maint ain the
intC'grity of individnal signals while s1Ullming them.

The ~ignals from the array uf APD's arc summed together before
being fed into a comparat.or circuit which i:-, provided on the l\1onolithic
PC'ak Detc'ctor chip. Hmvr'ver. if the signals \\"('1"C' simply ph:vsically
connected at a node. the resnltant signal would bC' an awrage of the four
signals. instead of a :-,11111. This is less than perfect for setting triggering
t hrC'shold~. l\1ore import antly thongh. each signal is ~prC'ad out OWl' the
four dwnnds awraging tile' individual pube llC'ights and losing valnable
position information. Ex. In a two node COlllH'ction a ~ignal with a pulse
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height of 2 (arbitrary units) and a second signal of 8 would typically
position the event much closer to the second detector, however if the two
are connected at a simple node for summation, the individual signals would
be approximately 5 each. To avoid this problem, each channel is designed
to be isolated from the summing circuit. A typical summing circuit is
shown in figure 4.3.

100 kll
IOOH1

IOU kll

IUU kll

IUU "1

Figure 4.3: Typical Op amp Summing Circuit

However, the summing circuit on its own is subjected to a node
connection, as discussed above, for each of the channels. To avoid this, each
channel is passed through a voltage follower circuit. The voltage follower
acts as a buffer, providing no amplification, and because of the high
impedance of op amp inputs, it prevents the channels from interfering with
each other. Once each channel is buffered, the outputs are summed
together using the summing circuit as shown in figure 4.4.

I\)UkD

Figure 4.4: Op amp Summing Circuit with voltage follower buffers

The output of the summing circuit is inverted, however, summing it
again with OV re-inverts the voltage to the desired sum, shown in figure 4.4.
This signal, finally, can be fed into the comparator. The comparator will
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output ('itlwr a high or low voltage depending 011 the t\\'o input signals.
Signal one is a DC value selected as the threshold for which the second
signal is compared to. \Vhen the comparator sees that the second signal
(the summed signal) is greater than the first (DC) it will output a
logic-high voltage on its output. The actual voltage is damped by a resistor
network. which in this case is set to be about 3.3V to match the
1'('quirements for tll(' Digital Signal Controller (DSC - described next) input.
This resistor network can 1w seen in the actual circuit layout included in
figure B.1 in appendix Band B.3.

Once the pcak voltage lm:o been tracked and the comparator now
:oct to logic high. it interrupts the DSC. sending it into a routine which will
digitizc and record t he analog ntlue on each channel, described in detail
next.

4.3 Digital Signal Controller (DSC/DSP)

The DSC /DSP is possibly the most complicated piecc of electronics
in the cntire electronic system. The design of the micro processor actuallv
straddles the definition of both a (bgdal Signal processor (DSP) and a
(ligttal Signal ('ul/troller (DSC): a:o such the chip may be referred to here as
either a DSP or a DSC. The Free:ocale 56F807 DSP i:o a 16-bit processor
running at a dock speed of 1Ol\lhz. pictured on a prototype board in
appendix D. Although it \vas designed for u~e in model'll consumer devices
like automobiles ami washing machines. and almost anything requiring
motor control, it is a very robust and affordable DSP which merges the
benefits of a DSP and a microcontroller. The DSC is designed on a
Harvard-style architecture containing three parallel execution units which
allows IIp to six opcI'atiolls pCI' instrlIction cycle [12]. Thc chip contains a
16 chamld Analog to Digital conV('1'ter. 16 programmable 16-bit timers and
32 general input/output pins. Of the 32 general input/outputs some offer a
dual function including a Serial Peripheral Interface Port (SPI) and a Serial
Communications IntcTface Port (SCI) among others. leaving 1·1 pins soldy
dedicated to general input/output.

The DSC is setup to act as a slave to the PC which ultimatdy
collects the data. but the DSC is re:-.ponsiblc for cOlltrolling the operation of
the peak detect /hold (PKD01) cin·nit. As mentiolled above. the PKDOl
offers a few operating modes, 'peak detect', 'peak hold' and 'reset' which is
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ddennined b\' the state of two pins on the chip (RST and DET), The
DSC selects the appropriate mode by setting these bits according to table
1.1 with hyo output pins that arc hardwired to the PKD01 - thus allowing
the DSC alp;orit hm to dccided when and how to collect data, Two
additional pins arc connected to the output of the comparator. one to
determine \VlWll the \'oltage rises above the threshold and one to determine
when it falls 1)('10\v again - allmving for a unique window into the state of
the :-,ignal without lIndergoing the rigorous ADC process.

Signal CO/l/l(TSIOIl

The DSP operates its ext('rnal inputs and outputs on a :L3V logic high
conH'ntioll. \\·hile the peak detector (PKDOl) requires it 5V high COl1\Tl1tiOl1
for operation. To mediate the differences in logic protocol, a CMOS hex
buffer is used which allows output from the DSC to be converted from 3.3V
to 5V logic high n,lues. A schclllatic of the chip integwtion is provided in
figure B.2.

4.3.1 SCI

The Serial Communication Interface' lllodule allows for
aS~'nl"hronous serial communication with the data collecting PC (in this
case a laptop). This is done b~' the serial to universal serial bus (LSD)
module which will be discussed later. The Serial COlllnl1lnication Interface
has been tested to reliably translllit at speeds up to ::iOD.OOO baud. TIU'
DSC SCI lllo(lule is capable of faster rates but is lilllite(l b~' baud matching
with the serial to LSD module. The SCI module sends 8-bit \yonls. so in
onler to send a 1G-bit woret tll(' word is split into two chunks (upper byte
and lower b~,te). sent separately and rejonwd on the receiving side.
Throllgh this connc'Ction instructions can be sent to the running DSC from
the PC and data can be sent back to thc PC. How this operation is
organized will 1)(' discussed in section -1.5.

4.3.2 ADC

The DSC' has two dlla1. four-input 12-bit ADCs. That is t\yO
modules named ADCA and ADeD \\'hich each hc1,\'e two four-input analog
to digital converters (see figure 4.5). Each of these converters has up to
12-bit resolution (it can be lowered if desirable) and can complete 8
cOll\'('rsions in 3.G/LS. However, the ADC stores results in a result buffer,
and this COll\'('l'sion t iltle doc::, not inc!ude time tu transfer the vHlues frolll
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the result buffer into other working memory, or further processing. The
ADC can operate in single input mode or differential input mode - this
system utilizes the single input mode to innease the number of available
ADC channels, as differential mode requires two pins per channel. If the
12-bit cOll\'ersion is utilized tlH'n the 3.3V range is divided into a total of
4096 different states and is stored in a 16-bit word. The 12-bits are shifted
3 bits to the left, leaving 1 most significant bit for sign and 3 trailing bits
\vhich arc always zero. To convert from a known digital value to a voltage
equation t 1 should be used.

(-U)

where. "IS i~ t he measured digital \'alue. and "RFF is the reference \'oltage.
in this case 3.:3V. An.v noise that exists on this reference voltage can
propagat e into the con\'Crted values. provided t he noise is great enough to
exceed the minimum rec;olution of the ADC.

The ADC scan sequence can be initiated in software by setting the
START bit to true, but also can be set to trigger off an external interrupt
as it is in this design. The pin designated to be the external int<'rrupt is
hardwired to the output of the comparator in the peak detect and hold
circuit. Once a SCAN is initiated tIle' ADC will convcrt the voltage of each
of the channels listed in the list register (ADLST). The list can contain any
arrangement of eight channds as long as no channel is listed twice.
Additionally. to sample fe\\'('r than eight chmlllels. c;amplec; can be dic;abled
with the disable register (ADSDIS). Once a SCAN' is initiated it can sample
up to eight unique channels (four in differential mode). The ADC can be
configured to perform a single scan and stop, scan whenever triggered, or
scan repeat ellly until nmnually stopped. For example. conc;ider how to c;et up
the ADC to C011\'Crt two dwnncls when triggerC'd. The disable register
(ADSDIS) would be loaded with all ones except the first two (OxOOFC) and
the liCit register (ADLSTl) Ox0U76. \vhich would dictate the ADC to conwrt
channel 6 first and store that in result register 0 (ADRSLTO) and then it
would conwrt channel 7 and store it in result register 1 (ADRSLTl).

Figure 1.5 is a block (liagram of the ADC module as depicted hy
Freescale Semiconductor Inc .. The diagram displays one of the two ADC
modules; either ADCA or ADCB. The ADC input channels first go to a
11l1lltiplexor (~IUX) \vhich e~sentially allows the ADC to select which of the
<'ight channels is passed. Following this ic; an additional samplejhold
mechanism to hold the voltage as it is being converted. After the
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Figure±.:): Allalog to Digital Converter: Functional mock Diagram [12]

sample/hold is the ADC converter \vhich then stores the 12-bit result in the
result register as shown. This data can then be moved arollnd via the bll~

interface.

To lln<!erstamlexadly how the ADC works in time. it is important
to review a timing diagram of the ADC as shown in figure 4.6. The ADC
CLK is t he internal dock t hat runs the ADC. it is designed to nUl at a
maximum of 3J\Ihz. TIl(' timing diagram ~hows a SYNC pulse which
initiates a conversion; the MUX self'cts the first channel from the list and
begins conversion of it. The first conversion takes 8.5 ADC clock cycles (at
:jJIH:: that's 1.ltlS) hut each successive conversion re(luires only 6 dock
cyclc:-, or 1.2tlS dming cOll\'crsion operation [12]. That is. if the ADC is
allowcd to nm with Ollt intelTllption. it will contillue to convert values in G
clock cydes. hllt if it is stopped and restarted it will take 8.;) cycles to
initiate again. Shown in the diagram. thc Conversion in process (CIP) bit is
set to high once tIl(' conversions start and docs not switch to false l111til all
reqllested conversions arc completc'.

4.4 Master CPU

The DSC is controlled by a laptop in a master/slave configuration,
nH'alling the compllter will initiate all actions taken by the DSC.The
commullicat ion is done via a LSD connection which device <lrivel'S allow to
nppear like a nonual serial port in J\Iatlab. The laptop is nmning the
\\'indows XP operating system. with 1 Gh of ram. 60Gb hard drive and
parallel port which is used to program the DSC. In J\Iatlab. the graphic
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Fignre cl.G: Analog to Digital Converter: Timing Diagram [12]

user interface development environment (CLaDE) was utilized to CTeate a
<lisplay interface which ("an display live spectra and images as data is
collected. The program will collect data from the DSC for a user defined
amOllllt of time: when the time expires the data collection is halted and the
program is able to saw the collected data or c!<'cU' and sample again.

4.5 System Operation

This sect ion will discuss the owrall operation of the system. to
supplement the description, a functional diagram is provided in figure 4.9.
The overall operation of this system is ultimately user driven. The 11ser
initiates a request for data collection and specifies the sampling time via a
1\latlab CUI based program. The program then starts a timer to keep track
of sampling time and subsequently sends a code to the DSC requesting IOU
samples to be sent back - this is an arbitrary number of samples and no
reason exists that this could not be modified. The Matlab program will
wait for the data while the DSC collects it. Due to the design of serial
comm\lllication interface;,. data is (often) sent in packets of 8 hits and sincc
the data collected on the DSC takes up at least two bytes (12-bits) then the
data is sent in two successin' bytes which arc put back together on the PC.
Once tll<' data is received. processed and stored the 1\Iatlab program.
provided the timcr has not y"\'t expired. requests another 100 samples. This
continues until time expires, allowing the final transfer to complete itself
beforc terminating, the connection and returning control to the u~('r.

Because the PC initiates the transfer of data it is considered th('
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l\Iaster and the DSC is considC'red the Slaw. As a slaw the DSC is
designed to wait for orders from the PC. A typical process for the DSC to
undergo is described in the following. When the DSC boots up it first sets
np tIl(' ADC registers to operate the ADC in t he desired manner and
prepares some nH'mory locations for variable storage - then it enters an
infinite loop and waits. The DSC will wait until it receives instructions
from the PC. and when it docs it checks the instrnctions and performs the
appropriate actions. Cnrr('ntl~" the DSC is set np to only perform a single
action. that is. rnnning the ADC and passing the data to the PC. bnt it is
designed to accept other instructions as well. For instance. if the DSC were
to control a digital to analog convcrter for \"oltage thresholds. the PC (read:
user) would be able to instrnct the DSC to set the threshold to the desired
value. Once the instrnction is interpreted the DSC takes action. in thi:-. case
running the C(Jllversion algorithm. The DSC waits for the signal to drop
below the threshold. thus indicating a clean starting point. and it enters a
loop which will iterate 100 times, each time collecting data-points from the
ADC. Currently the algorithm is designed to collect a data point from each
of the four channels connected to it. However, this could be modified to
accept np to 16 channels and any ll\unlwr of channels in between - for
instanc(' 9 signals from a ;) x 3 array. The first step in the iteration is to set
the PKD1 to 'peak detect mode'. and wait for the signal to cross the
threshold. triggering the DSC to proceed to the next step. After a delay
loop which ensures the complete rise of the signal has OCClllTe(l. the PKDOl
is set to 'peak hold mode' allowing the value to be lwld while the ADC
processes it. The ADC is then initiated and the samples arc collected and
stored in an arra:--". Finally the DSC will wait nntil t he pulse has dropped
back clown below the tlm'shold hefore attempting to reset the voltage on
the PKDlll. This is iterat('d until 100 data points have been collected - so
in the case where four channels are collect ed simult.aneously. then 20
iterations would OlTur resnlting in 100 data points. Once the 100 data
points arc collected. the DSC enters a loop which breaks the data points np
into two 8-bit words which can then be piped to the serial port which of
courS(' is receiwcl b:--" the PC.

A better understanding of the operation awl its timing may be
gleaned from reviewing \"arious critical signals as they wonld appear on an
oscilloscope. In figure 4.7 the various signals are presented as they would be
viewed while, the system is in operation. Trace 1 is the signal receiwd from
the preamplifier, and the second trace is the signal from the pulse shaper
ontput. Trace nlllnlwr ;) is the signal experienced on the ontput of the
PKDOl. and t he two square pulses are the' hold' signal from the DSC (cl)
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Figure 4.7: Analog to Digital Converter: Oscilloscope Traces

and the 'reset' signal from the DSC (5). As trace 2 rises, trace 3 tracks it as
its maximum slew rate and detects the peak and holds the value there 
shortly after the DSC has responded to the interrupt due to crossing the
voltage threshold and outputs trace 4 which holds the voltage value from
further peaks. In the time between the rise of the fourth trace and the rise
of the fifth trace the ADC converts the analog voltage values to digital
values and stores them. It then outputs a square pulse (trace 5) which
resets the PKD01 - the square pulse is timed to ensure it is held long
enough to exceed the tested fall times as presented at the beginning of this
chapter.

4.6 System Resolution

To test a data acquisition system without the added variables
associated with detector effects it is helpful to have a known input to work
with. Fortunately, a reference pulser that operates at 50 Hz with
controllable amplitude was available. A reference pulser outputs pulses
similar in profile to those expected from a charge sensitive preamplifier.
The pulses were fed into the Cremat Gaussian pulse shaper and
subsequently passed into the acquisition system. The resultant spectrum
collected would ideally be a sharp peak at the bin associated to the voltage
the reference pulser is set to. Presented in figure 4.8 is such a spectrum 
collected for 5 minutes with the pulse height calibrated for 2 volt peaks.
The system was able to resolve the peak with a 1.1% full width half max
(FWHl\I). This peak width is indicative of the best resolution achievable
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Figure cl,8: Spectl'lllll collected frolll :JOHz Reference Pulser

with this system before any geometric effects, noise, interference or other
degradations are able to infiltrate the signal.

4.7 Conclusion

Each of the ('Olllponents discussed here awi the previous chapter
are connected as shown in figure 4.9. To summarize, the signal from the
APD or PMT will travel to the preamplifier, which then outputs to the
Gallssian pulse shaper, Each channel frolll the shaper is passed to the
:-,ulllllling circllit as \vell as to individIlal peak det ector circllits. The
sllllllnecl signal is COllll('Ctcd to a comparator. the output of which controls
an int('lTllpt pin on the DSC. The individual oUtpllt challll<'ls on the peak
dctect are all cOlllH'ctcd to corresponding ADC channels on the DSC.
Lastly. the DSC COlllllllUlicates with the PC via a serial comlllunication
interface and csn bridge. The PC is able to send instructions to and
rccciw data from the DSC. which in turn controls the sllhsequent circuitry.

Having discussed the design of the data acquisition systelll ami
front ewi elec( runics. t he next section will begin to investigate the
operation of the compoll<'nts and the :,ys(em as a whole, The following
dlClpt('r \"ill evalllate (he s)'stem in single channel operation. collecting
spcctra in various arrangements wit h a nUlllber of signal soun'('s.
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Figure 4.9: Functional Diagram of gamma camera acquisition system
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Chapter 5

Single Channel Experiments
with CsI and an APD

5.1 Single Crystal - Single APD

The APD's themsdws were tested in section :3.2 to identi(y an
ideal gain at which to operate eRch APD. In these tests the APDs \\"erl'
expo:--ed to a red LED (C'xal't emission spc'drum unknO\Yll) \\"hich
approximatC's the emission spectrum of the CsI crystal. Hm\'e\'er. the
caklliateu optimum gain for each APD may not be an idC'al representation
of \dll'n they arc coupled to a CsI crystal. bllt. it is assumed that the
estimation is sufficiently accurate for our purposes. The same two APD's
presented previollsly were used in the following investigation.

\\'hen a singlC' APD is coupled directly to an APD sized cryc,tal
block. a clear c'nergy pea.k can he detected. Due to the one to one coupling
of crystal and detect or. the maximum amount of energy of each incident
photon should be collected by the APD. The crystal is wrapped in Teflon
tape to aid in ke('ping the emis:--ion light from escaping the cryst al.
Hm\'('ver. when the tape becomes coated with optical cOllpling grease which
is het\\Ten the crystal and the APD. the grease seems to have a tendency to
degrade the reflectivity of the tape and may reduce its effectiveness.

A small Cohalt-'J7 ('i 7Co) source is llsed to approximate a 9!JIi'Tr

source; G7C() cmits mostly a '" 122/'-'" gamma ray where 9<J"'Tc primarily
emits photons at '" 1 !O/'-c~'. The scaled source is placed approximately one
field of view away, directly above the crystal. At the time of measurement
the source activity wa:-- estimated to he ·1.:3pCi. Figure ,J.l is a spectrum
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collectrd from APD A while biasc'd at its estimated optimal bias voltap,e
(460 V from figure 3.6). The energy data collected has a 0 to 3.3V range
and is sorted intu 2;;6 bins accordingly. The lClrge peak. centered ncar bin
G-J. n'lll'Cc,c'nb the photo pcak for the cobalt source, In a full speclnull. in
rnergy binb below thc' peak. the C01Ults \Hmld rise c,harply due to low llovd
noise. It can be see11 ncar bin 32 that this lwgins to occur. however.
because of the prrsence of a lower level discriminator in the circuitry.
ellergic's lower than the threshulcl will not 1w sampled - causing the sharp
drop off seen near bin 32. If the threshold level was reduced further more of
the low level energies \vould be collected and if lowered enough the low
energy COlUlts could dominate tIl(' spectrum.

3000 r---r---r---r---r--~r-------,

:'500

cOOO

1500

1000

500

oo'---~-----=5':-0 ---"'10'":-0---15'":-0---:'0'":-0---:'5'-0---::-:'300

Figure S.l: Spectrum - APD A - I3ias Voltage WOV

The secolld APD (APD I3) is operatc'd at 12m'. its estimated
optimal bias voltage - deduced from the results of figure 3.6. The spectrum,
figure 5.2, shows a similar peak, as expected. All other settings were kept
constant. only the APD \vas swappeo out and the bias adjusted to match
the optimal voltage for the specific APD. In both spectra presented thus
far, it is possible to see small but sharp fluctuations in certain places along
the ('urw of the primmy peak. It is beliewcl that this is causc'cl b.v
combinatiun uf the non-linemity of the ADC and the binning process in
generating the spectrum.

To exemplify the importance of operating au APD at its optimal
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FigmC' 5.2: Spectrum - APD D - Bias Voltage 120V

voltage. a spectrum was colleC"tC'd operating APD A at APD D's optimal
bias voltage of 420 V, The result is the spectrum presented in figure 5.3(a),
As expected, the gain for APD A is significantly lower when operated at
the bias voltage of 420 V. In comparison to figure 5.3(b) which is a
backglOund count taken \vith the same detector whill' biasl'd at its optimal
bias voltage (10[) V). tIll' spectrnm looks n111ch like the background
spectrum. savl' a small pile o[ counts at thl' left perhaps representing the
photo peak. When there is no significant photopeak to detect, the counts
will 1w domillated bv noise generated from various :-.OHrces in the systl'm. so
wlH'n an APD is llll<kr biased t he events produce electrical pulse:-. that arc
hidde'n within the energy :-.pectnun of the noise. \\'lH'n a spectrum with a
SOlUTe in place rescmbles the background signal (\vith no SOlUCC in place). it
implics that the pulses gellerated b.v the under-biased APD arc not
sufficiently large enough to stand out against the noise.

In each of these collected spectra presented here, the amplification
st ages on the pulse' shaper's prototype board was held constant. Howevcr
the spectrum can look very different by simply adjusting the amplification,
bias \'oltage and/or triggering t hrcshold. It is important to keep in mind
that while the actual signal voltages can exist at an~! value. the ADC will
only discriminate values that lie betwcen 0 and :L3V. l\ny signal lower than
Zl'l'O will be rl'cordecl as zero and likewise any value that exceeds :3.:3 V \vill
be rccorded as the maxinlllln recordable value (327G8) ultimately landill!1, in
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Figme Cd: a) Spectrum for APD A at Bias Voltage ~120V. b) Background
Spectrum - APD A - Bias Voltage cl60V

the uppermost bin in the spectrum. The details of the operation of the
Analog to Digital COll\TTter \vill be discussed at length in the following
chapter. Increasing the amplification of the signal will essentially spread the
spectrum out and any values that are amplified to a value outside of the
3.3V will fall into the last bin. Subsequently, decreasing the amplification
will squeeze the spectrum toward the lowest energy bin. and any peaks t1u'It
nH1.~' haw been lost above the :3.:3V threshold may appear from the right
sick. B~' increasing the bias voltage tll(' APD gain is incTe<:u.;('cl. the result is
very similar to increasing the amplification stage, until the bias voltage is
brought too nem the breakdown and the signal is dominated by noi:-oe.
Finally. the threshold can also haH' a large impact on the spectrum that is
collected. If the threshold is set too low, small fluctuations in the signal,
from thermal noise for example. will be triggered on and sampled. This can
result in :-oat mating the detector with the low energy 'e\'Cnts' thus reducing
the amount of time it spends detc'C'ting true events. This ocems because the
low c'lwrgy 'ev('nts' have a mlKh higher frequency then true events. ~lore

int uiti\'C perhaps is t lw consequence of raising t he lower lewr disCTiminator
too high - thi:-o results in a detector which ignores many, if not all. of the
true ewnts. depending on just how high it is set.

If each dctector is operating at it's optimal bias voltage. then a
single threshold and similar amplification will suffice for all APD's
operating in an array. To investigate the cOllseqlH'nces of not operating the
APD's each <\t their own 'optimal bias voltage' let's considl'r what \\'{JHld
happen in a :2 x 2 array. In the ideal case, a flood source will produce a
uniformly distributed (flat) image - but before correction, it will tend to
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look nl1lch more like .! ('\'enly spaccd hot spot.s forming a square. HO\ve\'('l'.
now eonsid('r one APD in thc arra.v operating at a voltagc much below it's
ideal voltage - for a gi\'('n energy. it would produce a much smaller pubc of
electrons. This would be intcrpreted as the cvcnt not depositing all of its
encrgy in that APD - thus the ('v('nt position \vould be calculated to be
fmt her iuto the cent er than wl1<'re it rcally occlUTed. Likcwise. if one APD
is operatillg at a higher gain than the athers. it will telld to 'pnlr all of the
ewnts toward it. This. of course. is not d('sirable fm creat ing; a uniform
responsc.

Additionally. there arc other drawhacks that plague the qnality of
the ~pectnun that should be discnss('d. Cr~'stal geometry is crlIeial to
effective collection of gamma ray energy. The crystal that was used in
collecting ewry spectrllm ill I. his chapter was cut from an existing crvstal.
As a result. two sides of tIl(' crystal do not haw a dean. smooth surface.
1\loreo\'('1'. duc to the 'softness' of the CsI. the surfacc has become scratched
anri marred in the process of cutting it from the original. Thesc
shortcomings in combination with the degradation of the reflectivity of the
Teflon wrapping (as mentioned above) will inevitably lead to a broader
spectrum as light will be more scattered, reflected and more likely to escape.

5.1.1 Isotope Energy Spectrum

In ()ukr to invcstigatc the ('nC1'g,V range that thc system is able to
detect, spectra from two sources of different energies will be collected. From
their approxima tc peak location it will 1)(' possiblc to disccrn tIl(' energy
ntlucs that COlT('Spond to I. he spectrum'bins'. Thc spectrum for a
rv J.:3pCi :;7Co somce was collected for 20 minutes; thc spectrllm for a
rv!pCi !J!JIII Tr' source was collected separately. for the same amonnt of t illle.
In figure 5.4 the spectrum for each of these is presented. The thin solid
peak represents the rv 122k('F from the cobalt source and the dotted ClilTe
is til<' spcetrllm from the rv llOkcF from thc tcchnetium.

From this plot. the ccntroid of the peak corrcsponding to the
cobalt-57 (rv 122kc1 ') is cent('lnl at hin .')8 ± 2 and the centroid from the
tedlllctium-99m is centered about bin G! ± 2. Assuming a linear cncrgy
response. we can calculate til(' locatioll of a peak from any energy. Ho,,"e\'('l'.
because the C'sI crystal is onl~' Gmm thick (n()minall~') highcr l'llergy
gamma l'a"'s may not dcposit all of their enc1gy t hns rcsulting in a
inaccurate represcntation of thosc peaks.
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Figure ,).,±: TedmctiUln-99m (dotted) and Cobalt-57 (solid). l!O and 1~2

keV primary cmission energies rcspect ively.

Figure :;.3(a) 1J('lmv is a spectrum gathered from a r-.J GOJ-lCz6'iGn
sourcc for twcnty minutes. To compensate for the higher activity le\·el. the
source was placed approximately 15 field of views away. However, to do
this. the source IH'cded to pass through a cast aluminium lid: thc increased
scatter may have been sufficient to affect the spectrum. Gallium-57 has
three prominent peaks. !);3 keY. 18;) keV and :300 keY (approximately) as
indicated b,v the arrows on the plot. There arc a ll\llllber of other energies
that also exist and these may be part of the UUlse for t hc poor resolution of
the higher energ.v pC'aks. Also. it is possible that t.he Csl(Tl) crystal was
not able to entirel,v ~t()P the :300 h'Y (and above) gamma rays. thus leading
to furt her sprC'ading. The various discontinuities in t he spectra (at channels
45. 5,j awl 83) arc a reslllt of non-lincarity in the ADC as discussed
pr<'viousl~·.

If we \\'l're to apply what we learned from the technctium and
cobalt SOlUTCS. \\'C' wOllld expect t.he 9:3 keV peak to appear aroulHl hinlS.
the 185 keV pi'ak around bin 79 and the ;jOO keV peak around bin 117.
T1H'1'(' also cxists a :3!J:3 keV gamma ray that occurs with a quarter of the
r<'1ative intensity of the :300 keV gamma ray: this may 1)(' the prilllar~'
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SOlUTe of e\'Cnts at and belmv the 130 bin.
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Figure S..j: a) Gallium-67 Spectrum with an APD detector. b) Ga-07, Co-.j7
and Tc-99m spcctrum collected wit h a P~IT detcctor

It is also interesting to compare the spectrum collected with the
APD to that of a PMT detector. In figure 5.5(b), the three spectra are
plotted on the SHme energy axis. The spectra \vere. howc\'(;r. collected
independently and the sources had nHying activity levels. Ga-57 was
estimated at 7jLCi. the Co-.j7 sourcc at IjLCi and the Tc-99m sourC(' wa~
nl1lch hot tel' at 70jLCi. The individual spectra WCl'(' normalized to unit~,

and when plott('d together. the 9:3 keV peak and 180 peak in thc Gallium.
the 122 keV peak indicatiw of the Cobalt SOU1'('e and thc 110 keV expccted
from the Tedmetium arc all evident. Gallium exhibits a large peak at the
edge of the s]w('j nun: this can ]w part ly attributcd to the wide RlTa~' of
high ('lwrgy gamma rays it is knm\'ll to cmit. l\ peak at bin 280 has bcen
noted when room light leaks into the detector box and is expectcd to be the
cause of the peak at 280 present here.

5.2 Double Sized Crystal - Single APD

In order to extract position information from the CWDtS. it will be
essential to share t he light aCTOSS an array of APD 's, To mo\'(' from a singlc
APD \\'ith a single ('l~'stal (of matching size) towards an array uf APD's
with a larger. shared n'~'stal. it is import ant to in\'('stigate how sharing
light will effect the output of the APD's. In the experimental setup with
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one crystal coupled directly to one APD all of the light generated in the
crystal will find its way to the APD (ideally), whereas if the light is shared
among an array of APD's then only a fraction of the total gamma ray
energy is collected by each APD (even in the ideal case).

To investigate the effects of light spreading in a larger crystal, a
crystal block twice as large as an APD (in one direction) is coupled to a
single APD, as shown in figure 5.6.

Figure 5.6: lx2 Crystal Experimental Setup

The APD is located at one end of the crystal and the other end is
left empty, not sampled at all. A spectrum was collected for two cases: a
source directly over the APD and a source over the 'empty space'. This will
simulate what will happen when events occur over neighbouring APD's in
the array and was implemented by placing an uncollimated source (57Co)
over the desired location.

Figure 5.7: lx2 Crystal Spectrum - Dark line: Source over crystal area oc
cupied by an APD, Light line: Source over crystal area not occupied by an
APD
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The result is a pulse which is shiftcd to the left on an C'llergy
spect.rllm plot. The consequelll'e is that the signal bccomes closcr to the
low c'lwrgy noise thus rcducing the signal to noisc rat.io. If t.he signal to
noisc ratio is degraded too far the signal may not he recoverable and the
system would become inoperable. In figure 5.7, the area of the crystal is
twice that of the area of an APD, as shown in diagram 5.6. In figure 5.7,
thc hold Clll'V('. t.he soure'c' is placed above the crystal over the half that
CO\'lTS the APD. For the thin ClUTe. the source is placed on the side that
docs not COWl' an APD. It is suspccted that \vhat is occurring here is that
when the source is over the APD most C\Tnts will occur dircctly above the
APD thus dcpositing most of their energy into the APD - producing that
largcr peak on thc bold Clll've. \Vhile the e\'Cnts that impact on the far side
of the crystal will be few, they will also produce less light that will find the
APD (ic. most will just exit the back of the crystal into the empty space),
In the thin Clll'W, where the source is o\'Cr the empty portion of the crystal.
the majority of c'wnts occur in t II(' cmpty space. shedding less encrg,v onto
the APD. while a smallcr amount of gamma rays may still occur dircctly
over the APD. thus producing that small risc in cur\'(' on thc right side of
the peak.

5.3 Effects of Magnetic field on APD
Spectrum

The APD's were tested in a small magnetic field provided by a rare
carth magnct. Thc magnct successfully l'C'ndered a photomultiplier-based
dctector useless by bending all of the electrons awa,v from there targets. but
the same magnetic field seems to exhibit zero effect on the APD detectors.

Shown in figure 5.8 is a spectrum collected for 5 minutes with the
magnC't place direct l~' beside the APD and a second spectrllm without the
magnet in the immediate vicinity. The solid line represents thc spednlln
collccted \vith the magnet in placc and the dotted line for the spectnlln
without the magnet in place. Thcrc is a slight discrepancy in the pcak
counts. To remove the magnct the casc containing the APD necded to bc
opened. and the sourcc' lllowd out of t hc way. The SOlllTC was lllore' 1han
likely placed in a slightly different orientation with respect to the detector
than the first spectrum, and it is suspected this is the cause of the small
discre'pancy.
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Fignrc 0.8: APD - Co-57 Spectrum III J\Iaglletic Fidd (solid) and without
(dotted) collected for G miullt<'S
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Chapter 6

APD Gamma Camera

Thc nl'xt step a[ter collecting a spcctrum from a single APD
couplcd to a single crystal is to cxpand this to an alTay of APD's and a
larger cr~'stal to accommodate them. This was accomplished by using a
('1'.\'st al of CsI(Tl) mcasming :3 cm by :3 cm by a.Gcm - from the samc
original cr:vstal that the :-,ingle crystal was carved from to collect spectra.
The four APD·s. c()\'Clwl b~' a single crystal of CsI(TI) were cach connected
to their own preamplifier and pulse shapers. Each of those were connected
to a peak detect and hold circuit (PKDOl) - the same as that used in the
collection of spectl'1lm. Each PKDOl is controlled by the samc signals frum
the DSC such that every PKDOl is always in the same state as the next.
The fom outputs from the PKDOl arc connected to the analog to digital
COll\'ertcr (ADC) on thc Digital Signal Controller (DSC). Two channcls arc
connected to ADCA and two to ADen - to allow all four conV('r~ions to
OCC1ll' sinmlt aneously. The following :-,ection:-, present some of the imagcs
that WCl'(' collected using the J'dCA s~'stem and various detcctors. To cnsme
that actual events are triggered on, each signal is passed through a buffer to
preserve the signal and then each buffer output is summed and passed to
the threshold on the PKDOl. Ewn if each individual signal is not strung
enough to cros:-, the tlll'c:-,hoid. if thc slllnnwcl \'alue (indicative o[ thc total
photon energy) is sufficient it will cross the threshold and the ADC can still
trigger.

6.1 Images

Once t hc system has collected and stored groups of dat a points in
sets of fom. l'C'lating to the fo1ll' APD's in thc alTa~'. thcn the construction of
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an image can begin on the computer. Each cvcnt is localihed by evaluating
the four APD elwlg,ies with respect to tIl(' total energy as described in
section 2.2.7. Esscntially an image is a two dimcnsional hi:-,togram. For
example. a pixel. starting with no events wo111<1 appear black (repre:-,enting
hero). but \vith each event that is placed in that pixd locatiun thc pixel
colour would lightcn. As this happcns \vith each cvent and each pixel. a hYU

dimensiunal histugram. \vhat we call an image. is formed.

6.1.1 PET Module

A PET module is both readily available and profcssiunally
manufactured. making an ideal place to start tcsting because thC' c,ignals
should have fewer degradations within the detector than a similar systcm
assembled in our lab. Abo. the PET module is P~IT based. providing an
impron'd. SNTI owr the APD's. thus making it. even further. a natural
choice for initial image tcsting. The DCO crystal in the modulc is pixilated
into an 8 b~' 8 grid. The pixds arc cut must of the way through the crystal.
but :-,ome space ncar the P~IT's is left to allow for light spreading. \Ve
would expcct to seC' these pixels in an image collected on this type of
system before any image corrections are applied.
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Figure G.1: Image from PET mud.ule - :) minute scan

Figure G.1 is an image collccted from it PET mod11lc with no image
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corrections applied. It was collected for five minutes and clearly shows the
8 rows and 8 colulllns generated by the pixilated cr~,.stal. The lllodnlc was
biased with lGOO volts and signals were passed throngh a Crelllat en-l13
CSPs designed for Pl\IT signals and as always through the Ganssian pube
sImper and into the acquisition system. The SOUlTe was a ~a-22 suure·e.
with an emission ('nergy of 511 keY. The low spatial frequency distortiun
evident in this image is a conseqnence of the Anger logic eYent localization.
awl can be corrected for with image correction techniques.

6.1.2 PMT on NaI(TI)

Four Pl\IT's \vere l"C'mO\'cd from a PET module and coupled to a
large lOon x 10"n NaI(Tl) crystal from Saint Gobain. The Pl\IT's arc one
inch sqmu e. nominally. and so only covered a small fraction of t he area of
the crystal. The Pl\ITs were biased at 1(jOO \'olts and were coupled tot he
cryst al \vith uptical coupling grease. The crystal and Pl\-IT's were enclosed
in a solid aluminium case manufactured to fit the crystal. The box was
then covel'{'d with cloth to block any ambient light. The spcctnull was
collected for 5 minutes.
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Figure G.2: Image from fom Pl\IT coupled to ~aI crystal.

The image collected is presented in figure 6.2. The four hot spots
on the image' correspond to the four Pl\I tubes. and is apparently typical of
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llnCOlTected images. 13ecallse the (T.vstal is much larger than the Pl\lT's
there is a large opportunit~· for light to not all land on the Pl\lT"s but
instead be lost Ollt the sides of t he cr~"stal. This wOllld res lilt in a noisic'r.
blurrier imag(' as ('wnts will be placed incorrect ly whc~n light is lost. Also of
note is the slight skew of the image. It appears to be stretched in one
direction (or pinched in the other) along tIll' diagonal. This occms when
the response of the Pl\IT's is not pc'rfedl," matched. Previous images
colledc'd exhihited ('\"en stronger skewing until an attempt at halilllcing the
gain on the APD's was made. This improved the skewing, howewr. fmth('r
matching would. of comse. be reCluired if the system were to he used in
stmlies.

The aluminium box has been fitted with braces to support a total
of !J Pl\IT's. Once this has been assembled and the itCCluisit ion system
llpgraded to support !J or more channels. improved imaging with the Pl\IT's
and ~aI(Tl) will be possible.

6.1.3 APD on CsI(Tl)

Photomultiplier tubes provide large gains. on the order of millions
of times. whereas avalanche photodiodes operate on 100\'er gains. on the
order of a hundred times. The poor amplification capabilities of the APD's
make them much more difficult to work with. This is especially true when
they arc in an array and expected to share the light among a lllunbc'r of
detectors. ""hen this light is shared each signal is reduced. on awrage. by eJ
times the amplitude as that experience in the single APD configuration
used to collect the spectrllm previously. 'Yhat can happen if Ihe system is
not robust enough. is the adual signals can be pushed detrimentally dose
to the low energy noise. When this occurs it is difficult to set a triggering
threshold tha t docs not collc'ct predominant l~' noise.

A 2 x :2 array of APD's "'as constructed on a circuit board and an
unpixilated CsI(Tl) crystal was coupled to the array. 'Ill(' cr~'stal was cuI
from an existing crystal. just as the single square was cut. And jllst like Ihe
single SCllliUC' crystal used to collect spectrum. the :2 x 2 crystal suffers from
t he same poor edgc's on two sides. This inevitably will lead to image
degradation as light scatters unusually off these edges or even escapes
despite the Teflon tape covering.

The illTay and cr~'stal was placed inside a plast ic box \Vhich WitS
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Figme 6.3: Image grid colleded with collimated source placed at multiple
locations over an alTay of APD's coupled to ('sI

then placed illSide a cast aluminium box to which DNe jacks \w're
connected. The primary goal of this mrallgement was to shield the sellsitive
APD's from both light awl RF interference. In an attempt to test the
localization response of the 2 x 2 alTay a ~a-22 source (511 keY) \\"(tS
collimated (with rv tmm of lead with a single. small hole) and placed over
the array, outside the plastic box - about one field of view away.

The collimated SOlUTl' was placed at various points above the curay
in a grid pati ern ,md images W('l"(' collected for G millutes at each locatioll.
Figmc 6.:3 shO\\'s t he grid of images generated. The upper left image in the
grid represellts the image thnt was collel"t('d when the source was placc'd
over t he upper left corner of the APD array and the image in t he center
represellts the image collected when the SOlUTe was placed over the middle
of the APD alTay. and so on. It is evidellt from this grid of images. that the
alTay of APD's docs exhibit a position sensitive re~pOllse to a collimated
sourc('. HO\\,(,Vl'r. wit hunt image cOlTectioll it is expected that the
localization will be particularly 'tubey' as demonstrated in figure 6.2 with
fom Pl\ITs on ~aI(TI). Additiollally. the gl"('~'scale image provided docs
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not do justicc to the contrast rangc in the image - instead tending to make
thc imagcs looked blU'ned out. this is in fad not the cas('.

Furthermore. because the SOlU'ce is a high energy. Na-22 SOlU'ce. the
CsI(1'l) would be unablc to stop the cntirc gamma ray and this \Hmld lead
to noisicL blulTcd imagcs. HowewL in thesc tests. the higher energy sourcc
was nccded to genc'1'atc signals large cnough to risc abon' thc noise.

Taking a closer look at two different images collected with the same
detector array described above, figure 6.4 displays both the image and the
associated spectra below. The image shown in both figure 6.4(a) and figure
GA(b) wcre collccted with a bias voltage of 130 V and werc taken for 20
minutcs ('ach. TI1('rc arc four spcctra. one for cach APD ChCUllld. The t\VO
imagcs \VC'1'e taken with the SOlU'ce more or less centered over the alTay.
HoweYC'L in image G. J(b). the SOlU'CC was in a location that seems to be
slightly prcfcrentially OWl' one APD. This accounts for thc change in
weighting in the four 'hot spots' bctwecn tIl(' two imagc's. but also. is
exemplified in the spectrum as there is a clear increase in one channel in
G.·1(d) \vhen cOlllpared to the spcctra in GA(c).

RecHlling the sen~itivit.v of the gain of each APD to bias voltage.
As di~cu~scd in chaptcr ::J. it woulel he ideal if each of the four APDs in the
array could share identical charactcristics. However, this is not what
happens in l'C'ality. Instead each APD has its own photo currcnt and dark
C1UT('nt responses to bias voltage. As a result. each APD will haw a
different ideal bias voltage at which to operate. The present design does
not Hccommodate llluitiple bias voltages. am! there is no mechanism to
adjust individual gains as there we're on thc Pl\ITs. As a result. no APD is
necessaril.v operating at its ideal bias voltagc - instead a voltage was found
that worked well for the alTay as a whole. This value was found to be±:30
volts and was found by scclllning the range betwcen -120 and -1-10V and the
images were objc'C'ti\'Cly reviewcd to determine a voltage that provides a
good compromise. The effect of bias voltage on the APD's, even when off
by a few voltage can have a significant affect on its gain. This can result in
particular APD's with higher gain cssentiall.v pulling e\'Cnts towmd~ their
centers. away from the other APD's.
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(a)

(c)

(b)

(0)

Figure GA: ! APD ana,v - Images and associated spectrum collected for 5
minlltcs with bias voltage of 130V
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Chapter 7

Conclusions

This chapter \yill review the objectives and achievcments of the
proj('C't and ontline fntme \York that is reqnired to mow the project into
diC Il('xt stage of den-lopment. I'll(' areas of pot ential improvement will be
identified and specific improvements discussed.

Thc project uhj('('tiws WCl'(' to design a gamma camera prototvpe
that C8n opc'rate on a gelH'ral purPOSl' acquisition board. The APD-basc'(l
('CUlH'l'il is nUL as limited by cost as much as how the C8111era will function in
magnC'tic fidds. As a consequence the PMT-based camera requires an
acquisition system that is able to collect data at sufficiently high count
rates while attempting to minimizing cost. By selecting 'off the shelf' parts
and selecting components that lWlTmYly mcct the operational reqnir0nwnts
tIl(' pric(' can he grmtly redneed from tIl(' cost of those acquisition systems
available commercially and those systems developed specifically for one-off
applications. The APD camera limits the constl'\1ction of the acquisition
systc'm in its ph~'sicalnJllstructiun.that is, ('l'ltain components must be
separated from the detector and the MRI. Specifically, two primary
requirements need to be met for this camera. First the preamplifiers must
be s('parated from the Gilussian pulse shapers to avoid interference. lik('wiS0
the preamplifiers should be thermally insulated from the APDs to avoid
gain fluctuations due to heat generated by the preamplifiers. Second, the
digital electronics should be separable from the front end analog amplifiers
and shapers. Digital electronics haw a tendency to emit RF inl('rferenn'
which can negatively affect the operation of the MRI camera.

These l'<'qnirements have becn met with th0 CUlTent design and tIH'
systl'm Ims becn tl'sted in a controlled cnvironment. collccting spcctra while
operating a single channel and for some configurations, images operating a
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nllliti-channd nrray. Spectra haw becn collcdC'd and analyzed utilizing fom
detector system configurations: i) a PET module, utilizing PMTs coupled
to a pixilatC'cl DCO crystal with a high Cllergy l\"a-22 SOUl'('C: ii) a single
Pl\IT extractcd from a PET mudule akin to the one mentioned previously.
amlcoupkd to ~aI(Tl) \vith a Co-5i S0111'C(': iii) the same Pl\IT coupled to
a CsI(Tl) LTystal with a \'arict,v of soun·cs. including Tc-99m. Ca-67 and
Co-.j i and iv) an APD coupled to a CsI( 1'1) LTystal with a varicty of
soun'l'S including Tc-99m and Co-07.

Images have been collected from multiple camera configurations, all
in a 2 by 2 arra)'. APDs with CsI(Tl). Pl\ITs on ~aI(Tl) and the PET
module. and Pl\I1\ on a DCO crystal were all tested. The PET module'
was most successful in producing l'l'cognizable images. duc to it's pixilated
crvstal and the high gain of the Pl\ITs. The Pl\ITs on the ~aI(Tl) crystal
produced ver)' ·tubc)'· images but did exhibit position sensitivity. \\'ith tIll'
APD ('<U11era t 11(' lack of matching operating gains on each of the APDs and
the rda tively low owrall gains produced by APDs prowd to make it
difficult to produce reliable images. However, it was shown that the array
was position sensitiw and with improved LTystal geometries it is expected a
nlllch more desirable result can 1w achie\'ed.

Fut me work on the APD detcctor arni)' is required to impro\'C'
performancc. As such. an improwd. pixilated CsI(Tl) crystal is ready to be
tested on the system to investigate further the geometric effects believed to
1)(' degrading the detectors spatial sC11sitivity. Future plans include
a.ch'ancing from a J input acquisition system to a 9 input system. allowing
for a :3 h\' 3 array to operatC' wit h the pixilatcel ('1',\'stal dl'scri1wel above.
Porting the p1'Ototypc acquisition from thc Clll'r('nt arrangement to
integration on a printed circuit board will allow for quick tests anel
adj us tnwnt s while reducing t1'OUbll'shooting time.

Sinc(' thC' inception of this projl'ct flll'ther designs of pixilatecl APDs
have reached the market. Intrinsically, they operate in a slightly different
manner than the current APDs, but also offer significant improvements in
gain. making th('m compmable to Pl\IT gains. Additionally. thC'y arc
a\'ailable in large arrays and operate wit h much luwC'r bias volt ages (lOs of
\'olb). Dy replacing the C\llTent APDs with an alTa,\' module it if-, rC'asonable
to expect significant improvement in SNR and low energy resolution.

\VIH'n the system rC'aches the stage. in the ncar fut ure. where
reliable images are able to be collected it would be beneficial to apply the
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image correctioll~ as cli~enss('d in 2.2.7. The~e corrections nUl make a
significant improvement in the image quality produced by a camera.

The system may benefit from calculating the position information
for ('aeh evcnt directly on the DSC before transferring the data - thus
reducing the volume of data being transferred betwcen the two devices.
Also to circumvent the current bottleneck present cd by the transfer speed
available between the DSC and the PC via the CSB bridge. it may l)e
desirahle to replace the current CSB hridge with an upgraded version that
allows for fa~ ter transfers.

The ultimate objectiw is. once a gamma eanwra module has been
developed to the desired operation specifications, to create an array of these
modules which can operate in concert. In this type of system if would be
desirable to haw a separate device dedicated to managing the
cOlnmunication bet\H'en the gamma cameras and the PC. To connett each
DSC module to the PC \'ia a lJSB cOll1lection would require as many as
t'ight sin11l1ated cOlllmunication ports open on the PC simultaueously. To
simplify this operation a single device can be used to negotiate dat a
transfer l)('t\\'('('n the canwl'aS and the PC. while at the same tinw perhaps.
offering a faster, inherent USB communication port to connect to the PC,
thus further improving the transfer speeds.
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Appendix A

APD Pulse Size Sample
Calculation

To estimate t he pulse size of an ('v('ut exiting the photomultiplicat iun stage
we assunw that the entire photon is collected in the crystal. The general
relationship is.

Q = Ell"" E G

when' Q is the pulse size (in electrons) Ell",' is tll(' absorlwd ('nerg~' per
photon, E is the quantum efficiency of the detector, and G is the gain of the
(lctectur [9].

For the CaIlH'ra in qucstion l(~t us consider a 'lU", Tc photon (UOkeVj is fully
absorbed in the CsI(Tl) crystal. The scintillation efficiency of CsI(Tl) is
64800 photons per MeV (from figure 2.6). The quantum efficiency of the
58GG-1-1010 avalanche phutodiode at the CsI(Tl) peak ('mission wavelength
(5 e1O nm) i,; about 86Yt [7]. The gain of the APD can lw adjustC'cl with bias
voltage, so let us consider two different gain situations, 50 and 100. While
We' arc at it. lets cunsider "'hat would happen if we s\vapped the APD uut
for a PMT with a quantum efficiency of 8% (for the CsI(Tl) spcctrum) awl
a typical gain uf :3.0 X 1Ou.

The calculation for the first case of an APD with 50 gain would be as
follows.

Sp = G·1800 (phutons/Me I') x O.liO (Md')

= 9072 (photons)
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whc're XI' is the number of photons gcnerated in CsI(Tl). Thos(' photons
from cquatiun A-I then arc assumed to all interact with the APD or PI\IT
with its given quantum efficiency,

N( = 0.8G ((2.E.) x 9072 (photolls) (A-2)

~ 7802 (elertrons)

wl1('re S(' is the nUlllber of c!eC'troWo; generated from S" photons. Those
electrons initiate an avalanche effect, whether it be an APD or PMT, which
results in a gain which in this case is a gain of GO times.

Q (dl'.clro77s) = 7802 (rlcctro17s) x .")0 (yaul)

~ 390 X 103 (rleetrons)

In Coulombs that is.

(A-:3)

Q (Coulomb.'!) = :390 x 10.3 (r-) X l.G X lO-L9 (c- per Coulomb) (A-Je)

~ (1.0G2 pu:oCoulornbs

wl1<'re Q is the size of the pulse.

Table A.I: Size of Pulse from CsI(Tl) for various configurations
I Svstelll I Gain ~ Elcctrons I picoCoulombs [

APD 0.0 x 101 :390 x 103 O.OG2
APD 1.0 x lO'L 780 X 103 0.12
PI\IT :3.0 x lO° :.U8x HfJ 348
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Appendix B

Peak Detection Circuits

+5

Trigger O/P--+-...,
...-----VTH

.----.. Trigger liP

AD PKDOI
o

+12 ----'

-12
'----liP

OIP

Figure B.1: PKDOI Circuit Diagram with Trigger threshold
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MCl4049RCP
o

+5

5 V logic out
3.3 V logic in
5 V logic out

3.3 V logic in

Figure B.2: Hex CMOS Inverter used to convert 3.3V logic to 5V logic to
operate the PKDOl

+12V"---

LF442
o

O/P 2
liP 2

O/P I

All-w-

-12V
--.... TlP 1

100 kOhms

Figure B.3: Summing Circuit - output connects to Trigger Threshold Input
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Appendix C

Digital Signal Controller Code

1* Including used modules for compilling procedure *1
#include "Cpu.h"
#include "Events.h"
#include "AS1.h"
#include "PTBO.h"
#include "EventTrlgger.h"
#include "PTB2.h"
#include "EventFall.h"
#include "PTB4.h"

1* Include shared modules, which are used for whole project *1
#include "PE_Types.h"
#include "PE_Error.h"
#include "PE_Const.h"
#include "IO_Map.h"

1* My Modules *1

1* My Globals *1
volatile int Rd_ready;
volatile int Event_ready;
volatile int Event_fall;
volatile unsigned int ADC_data[400]; II 2 bytes per data point.
volatile unsigned int ADC_index;

1* My Functions *1
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void putChar(unsigned int c);
void SendResults(void);
unsigned int AD1_GetOne(void);
void wait(unsigned int time);

1* Main Module *1
void main(void)
{

1* Main variables *1
unsigned char sciData; II used for Rx Char pointer.
unsigned int ad_data;
byte channel = 7;
unsigned int i;

1*** Processor Expert initialization. DON'T REMOVE THIS CODE! !! ***1
PE_low_level_init();
1*** End of Processor Expert internal initialization. ***1

II ADC A Register Settings II
ADCA_ADCR1 = OxOOOO; II clear stop bit and set
II SCANMODE to 'Single Sequential'
ADCA_ADCR2 = OxOOOO; II clock speed
ADCA_ADSDIS = OxOOFC; II CONVERT ONLY 'SAMPLEO & SAMPLE1 & SAMPLE2'
ADCA_ADLST1 = Ox0070; 11*0111 0000* SAMPLE 1 set to AN7
II and SAMPLEO set to ANO pin.

II ADC B Register Settings II
ADCB_ADCR1 = OxOOOO;
ADCB_ADCR2 = OxOOOO;
ADCB ADSDIS OxOOFC; II SAMPLEO & SAMPLE1 to be sampled.
ADCB_ADLST1 = Ox0060; II SAMPLE1:BN6 SAMPLEO:BNO

II GLOBAL VARIABLE INITIALIZATION II
Rd_ready = 0; II serial Rx flag
Event_ready = 0; II eventInt flag
Event_fall = 0;
ADC_index = 0; II ADC data array index

II INITALIZE PKD01 II
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II hardwire connections
II PTBO -> RESET
II PTB2 -> NOT_DETECT
PTBO_PutVal(l); II note, signal goes through the HEX inverter
PTB2_PutVal(1); II so a 1 olp is actually a 0 at the PKD01.
forC; ;)
{

while(Rd_ready == 0)
{

II wait for serial instruction II
}

Rd_ready = 0;
AS1_RecvChar(&sciData); IIGet Rx byte and put it in sciData.

if(sciData == 65) II if 'A' was sent, then do the following.
{

II Reset PKDOl olp value.
PTBO_PutVal(O);
PTB2_PutVal(0);

while(Event_fall == 0)
{

Ilwait for falling edge before starting next group
}

Event_fall=O;

II Prepare the external Equiptment for sampling.

do
{

Event_ready = 0; II eventlnt flag cleared - incase it
II was set before sampling was requested.
PTBO_PutVal(1) ;
PTB2_PutVal(1) ;

while(Event_ready == 0)
{

II wait for pulse event to convert
}

Event_fall=O;
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11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
II Wait 5 uSec - Rise time of the Pulse Shapero
i==O;
whlle(i<16) II i==10 ====> 5us pause
{

asm
{

nop;
}

i++;
}

11############################################

PTB2_PutVal(O); II HOLD value after 5uSec so peak is reached 
II but wating longer may result in higher than
II normal 'pileup' as other events come in,
II they can bump the voltage up
II (if of higher E) and thus a preferential
II sampling of higher events will occur.
II By setting B2
II (NOT_DET) to 1 (HEXINV) we
II stop the value from increasing further.

11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
PTB4_PutVal(i) ;

II set START bit - starts conversion II

ADCA_ADCRl 1== (Ox2000);
ADCB_ADCRl 1== (Ox2000);

II GRAB SAMPLES A & B WHEN READY
while((ADCA_ADSTAT&Ox0001)====O)
{

II wait for ADCA SAMPLEO to be ready.
}

ADC_data[ADC_index] ADCA_ADRSLTO;
ADC_index++;
ADC_data[ADC_index] ADCA_ADRSLT1;
ADC_index++;
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while((ADCB_ADSTAT&Ox0001)~=0)

{

II wait for ADCB SAMPLEO
}

ADC_dataCADC_index] ADCB_ADRSLTO;
ADC_index++;
ADC_dataCADC_index] ADCB_ADRSLT1;
ADC_index++;

11############################################

while(Event_fall == 0)
{

Ilwait for signal in to drop below threshold.
IIOnce it's low you can reset the PKD.
}

Event_fall = 0;
PTB4_PutVal(0) ;

11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
II Reset PKDOl olp value.

PTBO_PutVal(O);
PTB2_PutVal(0);
wait(4); II wait of 4 is enough time to bring signal
II from 3v to Ov. - 0.25 uSec

11##############################################

}while(ADC_index < 100); II 100 data pnts collected.
II ADC_index is GLOBAL and counts twice
II for each data point - one for the
II HiByte and one for the LoByte.

11%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
II Send Results to CPU II
SendResults 0 ;
II clear ADC index. II
ADC_index = 0;
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11###############################################

}II end if 'A' is SCI_RX'd
}II end for-ever loop.

} II end MAIN

1* putChar:
* Takes: Sbit word to be sent
* Action: sends a Sbit word out on AS1 SCIO
* Returns: nothing
*1

void putChar(unsigned int c)
{

unsigned int txfull;
do
{

txfull = AS1_GetCharsInTxBuf(); II AS1 bean code.
}while(txfull==1); II wait for TxBuffer to be empty
ASCSendChar(c) ;
}

void SendResults(void)
{

int i=O;
unsigned int h_byte, l_byte;
II send out all existing datapoints II
do{
h_byte = ADC_data[i] 1256;
l_byte = ADC_data[i] ;
putChar(h_byte);
putChar(Lbyte) ;
i++;
}while(i < ADC_index);
}

II int time == 1 --) delay

void wait(unsigned int time)
{

unsigned int i;
Iitime = time;
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for(i~O;i<time;i++)

{

asm
{

nop;
}

}

}
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Appendix D

Digital Signal Controller Photo

Figure D.1: Digital Signal Controller Photo
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